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• AUSPICIOUS OPENING OF SECOND
CALL IS NOW ISSUED ANNUAL MEETING RUSSIANS BLOW OP DOCKS AT OALNI
SEASON or THE K. I. T. LEAGUE
k*
TO PREVENT THE (MPS FROM LANDING
FOR

EXTRAORDINARY OF
WOMAN'S FOREIGN
TERM OF COURT.
MISSIONARY SOCIETY.

HopkInsville, Though Defeated,Played Croat Ball Except
Emperor is Anxious to Lead the Forces in the Far East.Seven
the
in
th.—Standing of Clubs and
Denied That Muscovites Are Destroying
Seats For Tuggle Trial May Will Be
Today's Schedule
Held June 10-14 In
Their War Ships.
be Secured at Postal TelMethodist Church
1'
egraph Office.
Here.

SIXTEEN INNING CONfEST AT PADUCAH...

MILITARY SITUATION AS TOLD BY THE CABLE
Judge Joseph McCarroll will preside as special judge at the special
term of court at the opera house tonight when
Mr.
L. Anbrey
Tuggle, the popular clubman and
professional beauty, will be tried for
malicious mischief. Judge McCarroll is splendidly qualified. He has
issued the following official notice:

The annual meeting of the Wom(Cablegram.).
en's Forign Missionary Society of the
Russian cavalry forces attacked
Louisville Conference M. E.Church, ST. PETERSBURG, May 12.— Anju Monday and were
driven off
South, will be held in the Methodist Viceroy Alexiee telegraphs that the by the Japanese forces. This
indiRussians have blown up the docks cates that Russian
church here June 10-14, 1904.
scounting parties
Dr. Seth Ward, missionary score- and piers at Port Dalny to prevent are in the rear of the Japanese lines.
tary of the church, will deliver the the Japanese from landing.
Gen. Kuroki has commenced an
Emperor Nicholas is anxious to advance on Hai Cheng
annual sermon. Miss Helen Richand at the
lead
his
forces
the
in
East
ardson,
and
may
who
has
been
same time is protecting his flank at
a missionary
SCHEDULE FOR TODAY.
AT PADUCAH.
EXTRAORDINARY SESSION OF CIRgo
the
front.
to
China
for
several
years
Liao Yang by a double movement of
and
who
Piiducah, Ky., May 11.—The openopkinsville at Cairo
CUIT COURT.
Rumors from Che Foo and Tokio troops.
is at home for a short rest, will make
ing game of the season here yesterClarksville at Padacah
Christian Circuit Court. an address
to
the effect that the Russians are
on Sunday night and will
Russian troops are still lingering
Vincennes at Henderson. day between Paducah and Clarks- Commonwealth of Ky.
) Special remain during
blowin
g
their
up
warshi
ps
in despair at New Chwang, and it is reported
the meeting. It will
villa Was probably the fastest ever
Call.
Leslie Aubrey Tuggle.
at
holding
Port
Arthur
are
denied at that reinforcements have been sent
be
a
great privilege to hear these talCairo, Ill , May 11.—Under the Pla3ted here. For sixteen innings
It has been wade known to me ented, consecrated speakers, as well St. Petersburg.
to Hai Cheng.
most favorable conditions the K. I. the teams battled without either
that
Leslie
Russia
Aubrey
A
staff
n
official
Tuggle
m
others
declare
has
s
that
been
who
are
A train load of ammunition was
expected to be
was opened side being able to secure a lead until
T. league season
capture
d while attempting to flee the here.
if the fortress gets into desperate rushed into Port Arthur withou
t inere yesterday.the contending teams finally Paducah won out by the score
realm
and
straits,
ships
make
the
will
his
escape
make
It
from
a
has
sally,
the
been
terfere
twelve
nce
from
years
since
Japane
the
se forces, but
lug Hopkinsville and Cairo. The of 5 t.o 4. The game ended at 6:30
clutches of the young ladies whose conference met here. There will be attack the Japanese fleet and inflict it is known that the line
o'cicick
of commu. Freeman, for Paducah,
locals won the game by the score of
coi.flde
much
damage
as
nce
he
as
has
possibl
so
e
before
strange
ly be- more than one hundred delegates
nication can be maintained only
6 to 2. All the runs were made on struck out twenty-two men, wl ich
trayed
and
sunk.
being
for
which
he
and
has
visitors
been
short time.
in attendance whp will
errors, otherwise the game was fast will probably be the pitching record
placed
under
bond
to
appear,
be
enterta
and
ined
it
in
the
homes of the
and interesting. While Cairo is cred- for r‘ long time in this league. Three
appear
ing
that
there
Method
is
ist
still
great
people
of
the
city.
ited with more hits than Hopkins- Clarksville players were put out of
danger
of
his
escape before justice
The opening meeting will be held
vile they were so badly scattered the grounds during the game. The
can be done in this case, it is now on Friday night, June 10th, at which
that they did not count for runs. score.
R. H. E.
ordered by the court that a special will be delivered the address of welPaduca
h
The score:
5 11
8
term of this court shall be held at come anti response, the address
• • • •4 12
R H E Clarksville
of
4
Holland
's
opera
house
in
Hopkin
the
preside
Batteri
snt, and the corresponding ei
es: Paducah, Freeman and
Cairo
1 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0-6 7 6
Hcpiville 0,0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0-2 1 6 Land; Clarksville, Frakes, Pettit vine on Friday evening, the 13th of secretaries and the treasurer.
May, 1904, at 8 o'clock, for the trial
A most interesting and profitable
Batteriee—Cairo, Wilder and Rut- and Weaver. Umpire Setley.
of
this
cause.
All
parties and wit- session of the conference is anticipa; Hopkinsville, Morris and Colnesses are hereby warned to be pres- ted and the public is cordial
ly invitent at that hour,in default of which ed to attend all of the meeting
s.
they will be fined for contempt of
AT HENDERSON.
court and summarily confined in jail.
Htmderson, Ky., May 11.—HenderTriflers with the female heart
son opened the 1904 season here yes- The Southern Baptist Cow
(From Thursday's Daily.)
should be handled without gloves, or
terday with Vincennes in the same
vention Will Be Held.
Born, to the wife of Mr. W. A. Mchats, and I hope therefore, that all
k manner as last year, by allowing the
(Special to New Era)
Pherso
n this morning a ten-pound
persons attending this importar t
visitors to shut them out without a
NASHVILLE, Tenn., May 12.—
boy.
trial, especially the ladies, will leave
lorun. The game was snappy throughThe forty-ninth annual session of the
Mrs. Amelia Brownell and Miss
their
out but Henderson's error column
gloves and hats at home. It
I Southern Baptist convention will beBrownell, of Chicago, are visiting
will be your greatest opportunity, in
showed a total of eight 11118PlaY8 gin
the family of Mr. F. J. Brownell, on
14 this city Friday. Twelve hunthis world or the next, to assert your- South Campbell street.
dred delegates and as many more
selves.
Joe McCarroll,
visitors are expected to be present
Mr. William H. Cummings, Jr., is
• Special Judge. in St. Louis to superintend the placbefore the day is over. About 600
Seats for the trial are on sale at ing of his fine tobacco exhibit‘m the
delegates and visitors arrived tothe Postal Telegraph office, and the Agricultural building at the World's
day. Former Governor James P.
interest which has been manifested Fair.
Eagle, of Little Rock, Ark., is presiFrom Wednesday's Daily.
indicates a crowded house
dent of the convention, and will be
Mr. Will Winfree is visiting friends
on hand to preside. The first importin Paducab.
$1,900 Damages.
ant business will be the election of
Alderman William Kleeman, of
Mrs. Mary C. Bennett, widow of
officers. It is thought that Former
La visiting his daughter,
Gov. Eagle will be re-elected presi- Judge Caswell Bennett, was given a Mrs. Henry Frankel.
dent, although other names are being judgement in the Henderson circuit
Mr. and Mrs. I. P. Gerhart were
called
to Hopkinsville Sunday on acmentiOned. The Rev. Lansing Bur- court against tile I. C. railroad for
rows, of Nashville, has been secreta- $1,900 damages to her land by the count of the critical illness of Mrs.
Gerhartie father, John S. Bryan.—
ry tweinty-five years, and his re-elec- elevation of the railroad bed and
Clarksville Leaf-Chronicle.
tracks of defendant's company across
tion hi assured.
Mrs. John P. Nuckolls returned to
The board of trustees of the South- the Ohio river bottoms above her
her home at Hopkinsville Saturday
ern Theological Seminary, at Louis- land.
after a visit to her brother,Hon. Ru-411111P• MID 4.11.
yule, will meet at the Baptist Publiby Lafloon. She was accompanied
Mrs. J. W. Wells, 'who will visit
by
cation! building today and hear the
Suit For Lana.
her
jor a few days. ...Mr. and Mrs.
report! of President Mullins. The
0. W. Waddill have returned from a
Womin's Missionary Union and the
Mts. Melissa Bryant Watkins has
visit to relatives at Hopkinsville.—
Baptiet Young People's Union of the brought suit against John Roach of Madisonville Hustler
.
South will hold sessiong today.
Gracey for $200 and possession of a
--.61110-0
tract of land lying in Gracey containMedical Society.
Transferring Patients.
ing about a half acre. It is stated in
the petition that the defendant has
The Christian County Medical so"Th asylums of Kentucky are all
unlawfully held the land for the past ciety will meet in the city court room
crowd d with patients," said Dr.
five years. The plaintiff prays for at 10:30 in the morning of Monday,
Miltonl Board, Superintendent of the
rent at rate of $40 per year for this the 16th. The entire session will be
Western Asylum for the Insane at
time and also that the land shall be devoted to the report of cases, and
Hopkinsville, who was at Seelbach's
restored to her.
the day will be an interesting one.
Hotel last night. "There are no conAll the members are most urgently
Harness and Saddlery.
tagious diseases prevalent, but the
request
come
to
ed
prepared not only
space available is not adequate for
discuss
the
cases
to
of others, but to
for the demands. On account of the
crowdld condition of the three asy- Will Move to Ballard County report from their own work those
lums o the state, I have overhauled
that would help the workers—not
to Practice Law.
All Cemetery Work
and fitted up one of the wings
success alone, but failure as well. A
at Lowest Prices.
of the 1Veatern Asylum, which had
Attorney James Allensworth, of large attendance is desired. The
formerly been a male negro ward, Hopkinsville, has decided to
build a state meeting will open in Lexington
and litter had
been
convert" home at La Centre, Ballard county, on the 18th of this month, ana this
1
ed into* storeroom and worksho
ear the residence of his cousin,Hon. society should have a large represenTee
,
Until further notice I can
space
The
tation.
was needed,and so I fitted MacD. Ferguson.
be found at F A Yost ez Co.. South Main Street
it up, &hit it will not only relieve the
He will practice in the courts in
FOR SALE.— Good Barouche.
conditioa at my place, but will help Padpah, Wickliffe and Cairo.—Pacheap. Inquire Squire Alexander
the 600601 and Eutaw asyluw.
ducat News-Democrat.
Campbell._
;
d w,s,m,amlt
•
.7.
STANDING OF THE CLUBS.
made during the game. The score:
played won lost pet 1
RHE
1
Cairo
1
0 1000 j Henderson
0 7 8
Vincennes
1
1
0 10001
!Vincennes
6 3
.5
Paducah
1
1
0 1000 i
Batteri
es -Harwood and McKenHopkinsville
1
1
0
000
000
na:
Johnso
n and Lemon. Umpire
Clarksville
1
1
0
Henderson
000 Zinkan.
1
1
0
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Notes About People

Buggies,
Surries,
Pheetons,

Driving Wagons,
Etc.

We have the best top bug=
gy in the country for $37.50
=-see it. Guaranteed for one
year.

W. T.
OOPER

171 k YOST & CO.

a a,

207, S. Main Street.

10 FRONT GROCERY.
so*. Phone 116.
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WITH PARKER AS THE NOMINEE
LOUISVILLE
DEMOCRATS WILL BE VICTORIOUS GETS THE STATE
,„
CONVENTION

Congressman Stanley Regards Outlook For Success
November as Most Rosy.—Cood Chance For Tobacco Bill at Next Session.—
Political Matters.
A 11111130A0L1 Pt 1.4 elly ION MSS Mlle Or
niniktrva
Vaita"."

Twig

IMPROPER TREATMENT
for liver and kidney troubles is
worse than no treatment at all.
You can't afford to let doctors
experiment on you or to take
worthless nostrums that will only
aggravate the disease— your life
depends on it.
Start right and start right now
12C/baying a bottle of Dr.J. M.

WeLean's Liver and Kidney Balm. It will cure you —

build you up and make you
strong, well and healthy again.
Send for our booklet "Sound
Sense"—it tells you about these
diseases and how to discover
them in yourself. A bottle
it will

At Tear Druggist's
U he doesn't keep it. send nil
111.60 and his name, and we will
express ycu a bottle.
prepaid.

charges

TIE DL J. N. McLEAN MEDICINE CO.
St. Lads. MS.

sOLD BY
T. D. Armstead
B. C. Hardwick
Croft & Brasher
Wood Bros
Leroy P. Miller

TOWN OF
0.Hopkinsville
.Hopkinsville
Crofton
•
Pembroke
Pembroke

TO REMOVE

FRECKLES AND PIMPLES

The Hon. A. 0. Stanley, represen- 1 and the profound distrust felt by
tative in congress from the Second coeservative business men of the
Kentucky district, who was here last present erratic occupant of the white
night to attend the anniversary ban- house and his decided predilection
quet of the Anthenaeum, returned for the negro as an officeholder and
home this morning, after mingling as a guest all tend to assure us that
with his friends and admirers. In both Teddy and his colored brother
an interview the brilliant young con- have a short tenvre of power and I
gressman expressed the opinion that firmly believe that after March 6,
the tobacco bill, which he says is his 1906, Booker T. Washington will
hobby, will be successful at the next lunch at Oyster *Bay and not at the
session of congress. He said:
White House."
favored
"It is
by every Democrat
Ladies and Children
and many Republicans. That it did
Who can not stand the shocking
not pass the senate at this session
strain of laxative syrups and cathartwas that the Republicans didn't ic pills are especially fond
of Little
know what effect it would have on Early Risers. All persons who find
it necessary to take a liver medicine
the revenues. There's not a Demo- should try these easy
pills, and comcrat on both sides of the house that pare the agreeably pleasant and
does not favor it. Another reason strengthening effect with the nathat the senate didn't touch the to- useating and weakening conditioi.s
following the use of other remedies.
bacco bill is that the Republicaus
Little Early Risers cure biliousness,
cut down on all internal expendi- constipation, sick headache Jaen,
tures.",
dioe. malaria and liver troubles.
Concerning the polities al situation.Sold by R. C. Hardwick.

Will be Held Thdre on June
8.—Vote Was Ii to I.
(Special to New Era.)
LEXINGTON, Ky., May 6.—The
Democratic State Executive committee in session here today by a
vote of 11 to 1 adopted the motion ot
Hon. Ben Ringgold to hold the state
convention in Louisville on June 8.

109
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•
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LIVES DEARER THAN OUR VERY OWN

How many lives dearer to us than our very own have been placed in needless
jeopardy by failure to provide against and forestall the great suffering which too
frequently accompanies and follows the bearing of children? That we would do
anything within our power to obviate the possibility of such an happening is
too patent to admit of question; therefore— mark well this fact — a liniment,

MOTHER'S FRIEND

by name, has been devised, whose function it is to prepare in advance the
muscles and tissues intimately associated with parturition.
This liniment is for external application. By its use the parts are relaxed
and enabled to withstand not only the actual strain brought to bear on them
during acconcbement, but also to rally from this ordeal and speedily regain their
normal proportions and tonicity. It is not irritating to the most sensitive surfaces, and is appliable to all cases. It's not enough to call it Mother's Friend —
it's the friend of the whole family. $1.00,
draWma. Book"Motherhood"free.

BIZAIMEID REGULATOR 00, Atlanta, f&a•

`4.1".•

•

Herbine
Will overcome indigestion and dyspepsia; regulate the bowels and cure
liver and kidney complaints. It is
the best blood enriches and invigorator in the world. It is purely vegetable, perfectly harmless,and should
you be a sufferer from, you will use
It if you are wise.
R. N. Andrews, editor and manager Cocoa and Rockledge News,
Cocoa, Fla., writes: "I have used
your Herbine in my family, and find
it a most excellent medicine. Its
effects upon myself have been a
marked benefit. I recommend it unhesitatingly." 60. Sold by Ray &
Fowler.

Offices Changed.

Porch Settees,
Porch Chairs,
00-CARTS,
BABY BUGGIES,
REFRIGERATORS AND
OTHER SPRING
GOODS

Several lawyers have changed their
offices recently. Mr. Clifton 1.4)ng
in 10 days use
Arriving daily at Keach Furniture Co's It will
has removed from upstairs over
he said:
It is always difficult to convince
Klein's store to one of the rooms of
be
to your interest to see our stock of Furniture,Car"The Democrats are in better shape a man who talks to himself that he the Hopper building. Mr. Frank
pets, Stoves and Ranges before buying. A bottle of
Rives has removed to the Hopper
for the coming contest because of has a fool for an audience.
IT BEAUTIFIES
good polish will brighten your furniture
building from his former quarters on
THE COMPLEXION.
the masterful leadership of John
Court street. Messrs. S. G. Buckner
CASH OR CREDIT.
Sharp Williams. Republicans don't
and Walter Knight, who occupy the
know what to expect from him an d
ro3m, have moved into the office va(From Friday's Daily.)
cated by Mr. Rives.
there's no more comparison between I
Mr. L. Yon ts left last night for Hot
Williams and Payne, the Republi1Springs, Ark., Oklahoma City, sod
An Open Letter.
can leader, than there is between Na- other western points.
From
the Chapin, S. C. News:
poleon Bonaparte and a colonel of
Mrs. W. H. Faxon is seriously ill Early in the spring my
Ninth Street, Near Main.
wife and I
dragoons.
at her home on East Teventh street. were taken with (liar!
hcea and so se"The Republican party is now in
Mr. Max Hanbery has returned to vere were the pains that we called a
control of the blindest and narrow- Cadiz after a visit here.
physician who prescribed for us, but
his medicines failed to give any relief.
est protectionists that have dominatJudge Polk Cansler has gone to
A friend who had a bottle of Chamed it for twenty years.There are some Enid, Okla., on business.
berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarstrong men among them but they are
Mrs. J. Mat Starling has gone to rhcea Remedy on hand gave each of
absolutely wedded to great corpor- Philadelphia to visit her son, Ed- us a dose and
we at once fe't the efate
interests
mund
Starling.
.
fects.
They
I
have
allowed
procured
a bottle and before
ATINOLA is a new disoovery, guaranteed,and money will be refunded if it Williams to out-general them
using
the
entire contents we were enand
Mild Onie Brasher is in Guthrie,
tails to remove Freckles, Pimples,Livtirely
cured.
It is a wonderful remeor Boo's, Blackheads, Tan, Discolorations drive them, horse,foot and dragoon visiting her sister, Mrs. W. R. Randy
and
should
be found in every
and Disfiguring Eruptions; ordinary cases from the skillful
position taken by shs.w.
household. H. C. Bailey, Editor.
in 10 days, the worse no matter how long
Mrs. H. M. Frankel returned last This remedy is for sale by L. L. Elstanding in 15 to 2o days. After these defects the wisdom and foresight of Blaine
With the advent of spring bicycle riding
are removed the skin will be soft, clear and and McKinley."
night from Nashville. She was ac- gin.
beautiful. Price 50c at druggists or by mail.
Mr. Stanley thinks that Judge Par- companied home by Mrs. Perry
will again be the favorite outdoor recreation
Thousands of ladies testify to the merits of
Bromberg.
Satinola.
ker will be nominated for president
of all classes. We have the only complete
Capt. R. S. Poole, from Cerulean,
Williams-McElwain.
by the Democratic national convenMr Harry M Tatum writes:
spent yesterday in the city.
line of wheels and sundries in the city, conPaducah, Ky, April 9, 1904
tion.
FatiMuil Toilet Co., Paris, Tenn
Mrs.Frank Waller and little daughMiss Wanda McElwain,of Canton,
ducting as we do the only exclusive sporting
Gentlemen--I have been troubled with
**Without New York," he said, "it ter, of Hopkinsville,
are visiting the Ky., and
dark brown freckles since ohdldhood. I tried
Mr.
John
H.
Williams
,
of
goods store in Hopkinsville.
various creams and acids without results, I Is absolutely impossible to elect a family of Dr. B. A. Chatten this
Pembroke, Ky., were married in the
recently used le es than one box of yolr Bat- Democratic president
and with New week.—Earlington Bee.
Imola and the freckles are entirely removed
parlors of the Maxwell House last
York there is an excellent chance to
My complexionlis clear and smooth.
Cures Eczema, Itching Hu- evening at 8 o'clock by the Rev. Mr.
win. I talked with every Democratmors, Pimples and Car- Golden.
CO.,
ic congressman from New York and
Numbers of fine machines are often ruined
buncles.—Cost. Noth'TENN.
Miss McElwain is a charmingly
ing to Try.
Sold in Hopkins+ille by L. L. on one or two occasions with Demopretty young woman and is very popby being sent to so-called repairshops where
Elgin, Thomas & Trabern and Cook crats from New York City. They
B. B. B.(Botanic Blood Balm) is ular in Kentucky. Mr. Williams is
& Higgins.
mwf
they are torn to pieces liv inc )mpetent work
are absolutely sure (as far as politics now recognized as a certain and sure a banker and one of the wealthiest
cure for eczema, itching skin, hu- young farmers in Christian county.
go) that with a safe, conservative
men Send all your Bicycles, Typewriters,
mors, scabs, scales, watery blisters,
The
young
people
accomwere
man we are as sure of carrying New pimples. aching
bones or joints, boils, panied from lientscky by Miss Ethel
Sewing Machines, Guns, etc to us and have
York as we are of carrying Kentuc- carbuncles, prickling pain in the Williams
, a sister of the groom, and
them repaired by reputable and skilled
ky—and for that reason it seems a skin, old, eating sores, ulcers, etc Mr. M. L. Levy. Miss Mary Gill, of
political necessity that the Demo- Botanic Blood Balm taken internally Clarksville, was also a member of
workmen
cures the worst and most deep-seatthe party.
cratic candidate should come from
ed cases by enriching, purifying and
New York. Judge Parker has shown vitalizing the blood,
The young people will spend everthereby giving
days in Nashville and will take
al
that he is uncontestably the choice a healthy blood supply to the skin.
extended southern trip before rean
of the people of New York state, not- Botanic Bl000 Balm is the only cure,
turning to their home in Pembroke.
th Street.
withstanding the opposition of Tam- to stay cured, for these awful, an- —Nashville News.
noying skin troubles. Heals every
-• Slew
many to instruct for any particular
sore and gives the rich glow of health
A Cure For Piles.
candidate at this time."
to the skin. Builds up the broken
-I
bed
a bad 3ase of piles," says
When asked as to Hearst Mr.Stan- down body and makes the blood red
G. F. Carter, of Atlanta, Ga., "and
ley said: "Hearst has made a mag- and nourishing. Especially advised consulted a physician who advised
nificent fight against the trusts and for chronic, old cases that doctors, me me to try a box of DeWitt's
patent medicines and hot springs fail Witch Hazel Salve I purchased a
&11 Democrats feel grateful to him.
to
cure. Druggists C. To prove B. box and was entirely cured. Tt is
Cannot enjoy or appreciate good kcod
splendid for piles, giving relief inand often interferes with the enjoy- but it seems impossible that he B. B. cures, sample sample sent free
ment of others. Yet the cause of the should be nominated. He couldn't and prepaid by writing Blood Balm stantly, and I heartily recommend it
TIME CARD.
Effective April lath.
to all sufferers." DeWitt's Witch
NORTH.
trouble may be only some small cavSOUTH.
Co.,
Atlanta,
Ga.
Describe
trouble,
Hazel Salve is unequalled for its No 62 St Lois Express
ities. These being filled the teeth carry his own state. I have every
9 60 am No 61 St Louis Express
5-18 r L
and
free
medical advice sent in seal- healing qualities., Eczema and oth- No 64 St Louis Fast Mail ...9:47 p in No 58 St Louis
will be 818 sound as ever. Filling has reason to believ€ he will support the
Fast Mail .5:40 al •
been made a special study with us.
ed letter.
No 91 Chicago and New
er skin diseases, also sores, cuts, No 92 Chicago and New
Orleans Limited
Our methods and the quality of the nominee.
5-40 am
Orleans Limited
11:58 p 4
burns
and wounds of every kind are No 66 Hopkinsville Aocom..8
gold or other material used insure
"I have been an enthusiastic sup:46 pm No 66 Hopkinsville Aecom ..6:00 a jpa
It's a pity can't postpone their trials quickly cured by it. Sold by R. C. Nos 62 and 64 connect at St Louis for all points west.
success in every ease. We make no
porter of Bryan," said Mr. Stanley,
charge for examinations
No Si connects at Guthrie for Memphis line points as far south as Erin
as easily as a lawyer can stave them Hardwick.
and for Louisville,Cincinnati and the.east.
"spoke
with
him
in
1896
and
was
an
A Good Set
off in court.
Nos. 63 and 56 make direct connection at Guthrie for Louisville, Cin
elector in 1900. All Democrats, big
Good Spirits.
cianati and all points north and east thereof. Nos 68 and 66 also cow‘leot
of Teeth
Good spirits don't all come from for Memphis and way points.
and little, exercise their right and
R. C. Hardwick.
Teeth extracted free when new
No. 92 runs through tit Chicago and will not carry passengers to Alit'
Kentucky. Their main source is the
choice before election and I have too
ones are ordered.
Does not hesitate to recommend liver—and all the fine spirits ever south of Evansville, also carries through sleepers to $t. Louis.
No. 93 through sleepers to Atlanta, Macon, Jacksonville, St. Augustine
much admiration for his talents and Kodol Dyspepsia Cure to his friends made in the Blue Grass state could
Tampa, Fla. Also Pullman sleepers to New Orleans. Connects at
aid
liver
remedy
bad
a
not
or
the
hunand
customer
s. Indigestion causes
patriotism to think that the leader
dred-and-one ill effects it produces. Guthrie for points east and West.
of Democracy in two campaigns will more ill health than anything else. You can't have good spirits and a bad
It deranges the stomach, and brings liver at the same time. Your liver
J. J HOOE, Agt.
fail to sopport the man nominated
on all manner of disease. Koeol must be in fine condition if you would
at St. Louis and the assertion that Dyspepsia Cure digests what
buoyant, happy and hopeful,
you eat, feel
bright
of eye, light of step, vigorous
he will not support that nominee is cures indigestion, dyspepsia and all
All Cemetery Worli,
and successful in your pursuits. You
stomach
disorders
.
Kodol is not can put your liver in fine condition
a grave injustice to Mr. Bryan.
at Lowest Prices.
August
"The Democratic party,- said Mr. only a perfect digestant but a tissue by using Green's medicine Flower—
s for the
building tonic as well. Renewed the greatest of all
Stanley in conclusion. "is better orliver and stomach and a certain cure
health, perfect strength and in- for dyspepsi
a or indigestion. It has
•
ganized today than it has been for creased vitality follow its use.
been a favorite household remedy for
Court
lilt
to
Summers Building,
over thirty-five years. August Flo
Until further notice
•
House, Honkinsville.K u. Tel. 168-8 ten years and there is unity and ener will make your liver healthy
C7 AL. 9V CO rt.I AL.
d be found at F A
thusiasm in Democratic ranks and
Yost & Co.. South Main Street
Ths Kmd Yee Have Alma Baght active and thus insure you a lib al
Bears ths
dissensions among Republicans over
supply of "good spiritR." Trial, ize,
liCagtri
23c; regular bottles, 76c. At all :drug
Illsests
yoU sot
their greed for spoils and plunder;
gists.
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ANer's

SOMETHING Oil

This falling of your hair!
Stop it, or you will soon be
bald. Give your hair some
Ayer's Hair Vigor. The falling will stop, the hair will

INTERESTING WEATHER
BULLETIN ISSUED.

•

• Hair Vigor
grow, and the scalp will be
clean and healthy. Why be
satisfied with poor hair when
you can make it rich?

STRONG PROGRAM

,
A good looking
horse and poor looking lurneas is the
worst kind of a corn- e;
bination.

Eureka
Harness 011 2

Southern Kentucky Christian Missionary and Sunday school Association.

Med. by

STANDARD t
OIL CO. #

Give
Your
Horse a
Chancel

For ttie first time the government
has issuled a weather bulletin that is

ARE

ORGAN!ZING
FIGHT TRUST.

TO

he Strength

Bold eveti- where In cans—an
sizes.

Folk Lore.

TOBACCO GROWERS

ARRANGED FOR MEETING
AT CORY DON

not only makes the harness and the
horse /oar better, but makes the I
leather soft and pliable, puts It in condition to last—twice as long
as it ordinarily would.

Quairit Quotations From the
Bible and Indian and

AO.

of the coffee you buy adds to its
value in the cup.

Lion Coffee,

Propose to Make Trusts Pay
Right Prices or Quit
Business.

comes to you fresh and of full
strength, always in sealed, air-tight
packages. Bulk coffees lose their
strength, deteriorate in 'flavor, and
also gather dirt.

The thirtieth annual meeting of
The territory west and south of
the Southern Kentucky Christian
Uniformity, trashier sad full strength
Green River Las been placed in
ars insured to niters of Lion Coffee.
interesting, and upon the most tire"My hair nearly all came Ant. I then tried
associaMissionary Sunday school
charge of James W. Lee of Morgan.
Ayers Hair Vigor and oiv one bottle stopped
some of subjects, the weather. It is
the falling. New hair cisme in real thick and
Ky.,
on
will
Corydon,
tion
be
held
at
field, to whom all inquiries should be
lust a little curly." — )1t,. L. M. Salmi,
atoga. N.Y.
issued by the department agriculMay 23-26. The following program
di,ected.
J. C. AYR CO.,
•
I.00 a bottle.
Lowell. Ni ass.
All druggists.
ture and its author is Edward B.
been
has
arranged;
This is not a society for tobacco
for
Garriott, professor of meteorology.
All devotional exercises will be
Two railroad engineers of Jackson, growers alone, hut it is for every
It is made interesting by quotations
under the direction of R. L. Clark.
Tenn., running on the Illinois Cen- crop grown by farmers; one society
• • from the Bible, Pliny, Indian legend Empire Coal & Mining Co., The music will be conducted by Leontral railroad, will leave Jackson in fi for all agricultural interests. It is
Sued For $12,000.
and folk lore.
ard Daugherty.
t
few days for New Orleans and from organizing in every state in the
The bfiiletin says the weather of
TUESDAY EVENING.
union, also in Canada. It is the sothere will sail for Russia.
the world is governed by different
T. S. Knight, administrator of
8:00 Devotional services.
John Lyon and 0. A. Blake are the ciety that fought for dollar wheat
conditiOns, but in this country a Richard Stoner, has filed suit against
8:15 Address of Welcome—J. W.
and won. It proposes to carry on It..
men, and both will fun engines on
steady south-to-east wind will bring the Empire Coal & Mining company
Ligon.
work until every crop brings a profiOn Strips Is Confirmed By A rain in
the Trans-Siberian railroad from St.
thirty-six hours.
for $12,000 damages. The petition
8:25 Response—W. H. Pinkerton,
price, and until the grower
table
Petersburg to Moscow. The TripsCable Message.
To tell whether it is a rain cloud states that Stoner was killed by fallpresident.
takes his profit first, before the midSiberian road is replacing all Rusthe professor quotes from Luke xii, ing slate while working in the de8:35 Church Extension—G. W.
dlemen or trusts can touch his fine
sian engineers with Americans and
"Three pence increase duty strips 54: "When ye see a cloud rise out fendant company's mines last NoMuckley
products. Uetil farming is elevated
paying them $16 per day.—Paducah
confirmed, all stock included," was of the 'west, straightway ye say: vember. It is alleged that the ac
Announcements of committees and
to an equality for profits with the
News-Democrat.
the wording of a cablegram received There comet!) a shower;and so it is." cident was due to the negligence of
adjournment.
best business in the country, and
rrom England yesterday by Mr. Jas. Birds fly high when the barometer is the company in not properly seeing
WEDNESDAY MORNING.
farmers come to the front where
R. Barrett and as the above states high and low whon the barometer is after the supporters of the roof of the
8:80 Executive committee meeting
they belong.
the three pence or six cents addition- low, hence the frequently misquoted mine.
9:80 Devotional Services
In this call for farmers to organize
01,4
al tax on strips will be in force from predictiOn: "Everything is lovely
on
10:00 Report of committees
:Friday afternoon: while super- special stress is placed on its importFoley's Kidney Cure makes kidnow on. As a result of this increase and the goose honks high." Before
Nominations
intending some work on the rest- ance to small cities and country
neys and bladder right. Don't delay
tobacco will be put up in leaf instead rain tobacco becomes moist, salt in- taking.
10:10 Report and Address of J. W. deuce of Mr. Philander Pendleton, towns. Therefore the nierchants are
of strips henceforth and as a great creases its weight, cordage tightens,
Gant, corresponding secretary near Pembroke, Mr. J. H. Dagg, the invited to co-operate to the building
6
portion of the tobacco crop has been flies sting, doors and windows be•
and treasurer
well known contractor of this city, up of agticultu;e, which means prosdelivered and most of that delivered creme hard to shut, red hair curls, •••••••••••••••
10:40 Freely Ye Received, Freely fell from a scaffold 'and broke b)th perity for all. Merchants want farhas been made into strips, the tobac- lamp wicks crackle, candles burn
•
Give—R. H. Croosfield
hones in one leg and suffered a se- mers to get good prices, in fact, far•
somewhat
dim
andisoot falls down.
nista are expected to be
Gowen,
Address—George
11:10
vere cut in the forehead. His injuries mere cannot prosper without the
Cats are weather prophets. Whe n a Ak
anxious to secure as much of the reFraternal Delegate of Kentucky were given immediate attention by merchants pamper, hence their inmainder to be delivered as possible cat washes herself good weather can ak
Christian Missionary Convention Dr. Austin Bell and it is not expect- terests are mutual. If the farmers
yr,
in order to be safe on one line of to- be expected, and bad when she licks•
• Announcements and Adjournment. ed that any serious results will fol. and merekants joie in this move—
bacco. The price for the weed is ex- her coat against the grain or washes•
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.
low.
ment to rescue the tobacco interest
pected to be some better from now herself over the ears or sits with her
2:00 Devotional Services
Mr. Dagg was brought to his home and put it on more than its old time
on for, as above intimated, the buy- tail to the
t
tire. "if the cock goes Ak
2:80 Report of committee on Edu- here Saturday by Dr. Bell. He prosperous basis, it wifl be the greatW
ere will be anxious to secure as mach crowing to bed he'll certainly rise di
Stilee
cation—H. A. Macdonald.
stood the trip well and is resting est industrial event in the history of
my
of the weed as they can get, thereby with a Watery head," is another quo-•
260 West Kentucky College--Prof. easy.
the localities affected,
causing an advance in the price of tation. When fish bite readily and •
G. A. Lewellen
This is not a stock company or so:
the weed.—Henderson Gleaner.
swin near the surface, rain may be•
ciety and has -nothing to sell to far3:05 Education in the Christian
expected with certainty. The bee is•
mers but a membership fee at a nom
jek
church—Harry G. Hill, secrew
inal
price of $1.00. It believes,
never oarrgist in a shower, and the•
Were Married,
tary American Christian Educaco-operation, that fertners
through
professor quotes:
tional society
•
win make their own prices and secure
:
f114 Marriage license was issued yes- "When bees to distance wing their•
Announcements and Adjournment.
profitable price for every crop they
a
\.•
flig*it
•
, terday morning to Dayton Ellis and
grow. and that $1 per farm will pay
WEDNESDAY EVENING.
Days are warm and skies are bright;.
•
:
*I Maggie. Massey, of Christian county,
Independent Telephone Ex- all the expense. •
•, 8:C0 Devotional services.
But when their flight ends near at
, and the county judge made them
change For Evansville.
8:15 Foreign Missions--A. McLean
hoMe
Foley's Kidney Cure makes the
man and wife in the cleft's office.— Stormy,weather is sure to come."
1 Announcements and Adjournment.
kidneys and bladder right. Contains
• Elkton Progress.
Plantssays this weather expert,
.
THURSDAY MORNING
Intends to Supersede the nothing injurious.
•1
A-11-64..
are subject to weatherconditions and 0
meetiog
committee
Executive
ale
8:30
•
Cumberland System.
W
are safe prophets, The odor of,flow- 0
Services.
Devotional
9:30
Laundrymen Met.
•i
ers is strengest before a shower, cot-•
10:00 Report of committee on FuEVANSVILLE,Ind., May 1.—The
tonwooe and aspen trees turn up•
ture Work and Nominations
•I
The owners or repiesentatives of
Citizens' Telephone company, an infib
their leaves before rain and those of $
Meetings—
steam laundries in Russellville, Hopdependent company, has been organthe sugar, maple turn down. A Zuni •
10:30 Prepare for—S. F. Fowler
kinsville, Bowling Green, Clarks:
I
Occurred on the Hopkins- proverb is: "When the
ized
here
and
has
been
granted
a
sun sets un-•
of—W. E. Mobley.
ville, Franklin,Guthrie and Madsoni 11:00 Conduct
Evangelistc•
franchise
by
the
Ile Division of the T. C. happily then will the morning be•
city.
It
is
capitalUtilized
Re s u its — W. B..:
•i 11:30
vine met at Guthrie and perfected
ized at $100,000. Daniel S. Ragon is
•
!
angry with wind, storm and sand." Alk
Wright
an organization. The purpose of the
W
•Announcements and Adjournment. president, and M.S. Sonntag secre•
A small freight wreck occurred on If the sun before setting appears dit- •
meeting was to take steps in the intary. It is proposed to put in a telethe Hopkinsville division of the fuse and Of a brilliant white it fore-•
THURSDAY AFTERNOON.
terest of the laundrymen and to fori
phone system at once which is inTennessee Central yesterday after- tells a storm, but if it sets in a sky 0
Devotional
services.
rnulate plans for guarding against
2:00
noon. Three cars loaded 'Wit h cross. slightly purple, the atmosphere near•
•
: 2:E0 Sunderson School Division— ended to supersede the Cumberland certain irregularities that exist in
system, against which there has been the business.
•
The organization
ties jumped the track and one of them the zenith being a bright blue, we
Under the direction of IMSmith
mr
•
a
hard
fight
will
doubtless
made
at
some
during
tho
fnture time
past
may
rely
on
fair
weather.
This is 0
was bediy demolished.. The cars
3:45 Report of committee on Obitjoin
the
Southf.rn
Association
of
two years. The Cumberland compswere attached to train No. 12, going real weather wisdom.
uaries.
•
•
laundrymen.
The
following
officers
ny's franchise has expired,and it has
•
Nashville to Hopkiosville.
froth
THURSDAY EVENING,
5
were
elected:
W.
H.
Pickett,
of
been ordered by the city to vacate,
Adjudged Insane.
There were about thirty-five cars in
8:00 Devotional exercises.
Madisonville,
president;
B.
E.
Dorbut refuses to do so. A municipal
•
• 8:16 Enlarged Vision—H. B Smith
the train, but only three of them left
company was organized, but it was ris, of Franklin, vice president;
Clarence Major, of this city, treasWatt Elder, a farm er, was tried Ai
the track. About fifty yards of track
8:46 The True Attitude of Church found to be unlawful, and now the
yr
:
urer.
AP
was torn up and trains No. 11 and 12 before Acting County Judge Rod-•
and Prebofier toward Mission— independent company takes its place.
The nevi company agrees to furnish
Foley's Kidney Cure if taken in
were delayed four hours, The acci- man this morning and was adjudged • Indispensable to mod.
: W R Jinnett.
telephones
at the rate of $2 to $4, re- time affords security from all Kidney
insane.
He
will
be
taken
to
the
•
dent took place between Adairville
9:16 Report of Committee on Reso- spectieely, for
ern life, the ELGIN
residence and bust- and bladder diseases.
Hopkinsville
•
Asylum
evening.
this
from
miles
Kebwood,
four
and
lutIons.
ness houses, per month.
• Watch is ever in indlt
A few weeks ago Elder was strickEstablished 1804.
Clarksville. The passenger train due
Final adjournment.
creasing demand, and
40 years successful record.
en
with
the
measles
and
while
suf0
Last Rites.
• arrive here at 6:30 p. in., was not
0
the
balance
of
busifering
that
•
from
disease
his
mind
beSPECIAL NOTICE
ed.—Clarksville Chronicle.
came unbalanced. His condition •,. ness goes to the store 3 First—Send all unpaid pledges to
..,
(From Saturday's Daily)
11,
was, indeed, pitiable and excited the•
that carries a full line ip J. W. Gant, Elkton, Ky., if possible The funeral of the late Dr. W. G.
sympathies of all who were present 0
•before May 15th. Books audited at Wheeler took place this morning at
of Elgin Watches
at the examination. Elder is a mar- 9
•that time.
Grace Epispcopal church at 10:30
ried man having a wife and seven eft
The Great BusinesE Training
A telegram from Chicago says:
AP
• Second—All who expect to attend o'clock, being conducted by the
w
recchildren.—
ex_
Owensboro
Messenger.
budget
of
Central
The Illinois
•should send their names to J. W. tor, Rev. Geo. C. Abbitt. The
HardwicK
School of Louisville
interconyear
present
the
for
penditures
Is
Ligon, Corydon, ten clays before the ment took place at Hopewell ceme:
offers the latest and best
tains provisions for extensive tinmethods, and the most comtery and the body was followld to
•convention.
Selling
provement at terminals and for the
plete course of study in
Third—The
railroads
•
will carry de- its final resting place by a large num•
At
Agent F
installation of the block system.
(Special to New Era)
legates at full fare to the convention of
•
sorrowing friends and relatives.
BIG STONE GAP, Va., May 9.— 0
Elgin
Preparations are being made to inand one third fare returning; provid1
•ed certificates are procured at startstall automatic blocks on the new The body of Edward L. Wentz, the 0
National
ATTEMPTED SUICIDE.
•lug point where tickets are purchasdouble track between Memphis and young Philadelphia millionaire, who
Watch Company •ed. This is absolutely necessary in
(Special to New Era)
Fulton, a distance of 124 miles, and misteriously disappeared last Octo- X
order to obtain reduced rates.
T. LOUIS, May 6.—Miss Rose Penmanship, Shorthand, TypewritW
miles
seventy
of
this
fully
ber,
1,
was
July
found yesterday by a boy
J. W. GANT,
by
ing and other branches
Rayls, a beautiful young girl from
Corresponding Sec.
taprovement will be completed.
while out hunting cows. The body• And can save you Imo. 9.
pertaining to a
Elkton, Ky.
Henderson, Ky • attempted suicide
Many miles of roadbed are to be was lying on the mountainside not
:
ney. All Watches are
:
by setting her clothing on fire in a
BUSINESS EDUCATION.
the company to use 1.500,000 far from where his horse was tonna
Accepts
Position.
cell
at
the
• guaranteed.
police
station
here.
She
•
Able and experienced teachers.
ibic yards of rock and 600,000 cubic after his disappearance.
was
resued
by
the
turnkey,
CiSsshool open the entire year.
•
Mr. Victor Handy,a popular young
Lards of gravel.
Students may enter at any time.
man who has been attending South
Sunday School Reunion.
The surest and sagest remedy for
ELEGANT CATALOGUE FREE
Kentucky College, has withdrawn
kidney and bladder diseases is Foley
of Dr. Thacher's Liver end
The Baptist Sunday school will I
rrom school and accepted a position Kidney Cure.
will be gent to any reader of
tre
E. J. WRIGHT, Pres.,
howia is to tke Thad*
, bavta picnic In•grove near the city
:
•
with the American Express corn
N. E. Cor. Si and Walnut Rs.
Women find quick reliefiii Dr:Thacker%
on Saturday, Mao,M.
.., asaltessuelpt Tom
pan)
,in this city.
Liver and Blood Syrup.
fiesisviik, Kr.
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KICKAND SCREAM ALIVE AND WELL Liver Pills Bung
Baby's .ivirful Suffering from
Eczema,
Could Not Hold Her, She Tore
Her Face and Arms,
Cuticura Saved Her Life, 5,
Mother Says,
"When my little girl was six months
old, she had eczema. We had used
cold creams and all kinds of remedies,
but nothing did her any good, In fact,
she kept getting worse. I used to
wrap her hands up, and when I would
dress her, I had to put her on the table
for I could not hold her. She would
kick and scream, and when she could,
She would tear her face and arms
almost to pieces. I used four boxes of
Outicura Ointment,two cakes of Cuticure Soap, and gave her the Cuticurs
Resolvent, and she was cured, and I see
no traces of the humour left. I can
truthfully say that they have saved her
life, and any one suffering as she did, I
should advise them to give Cuticura a
fair trial." MRS. G. A. CONRAD,Lisbon, N. H., Feb. 7, 1898.
Five years later, viz., Feb. 83, 1908,
Mrs. Conrad writes:
"It is with pleasure that I can
Inform you that the cure has been permanent as it Is now six years since she
was cared, and there has been no return
of the disease sines, and I have advised
a lot of friends to use tke Cuticura
Remedies in all diseases of the skin."
Instant relief and refreshing sleep for
skin-tortured babies, and rest for tired,
fretted mothers, in warm baths with
Cuticura Soap and gentle anointings
with Cuticnra Ointment, the great skin
cure and purest of emollients, to be
followed in severe cases by mild doses
of Cuticura Resolvent. This is the
purest, sweetest, most speedy, permanent and economical treatment for
torturing,disfiguring, itching, burning,
bleeding, scaly, crusted and pimply
skin and scalp humours, eczemaa,
rashes and irritations.
Bold throe hoot the world. Cutieurs Resolvent. 50e.
&. Coated Villa, tfe. per vial of 60).
(3nform of C
00Intsneet, 30c., Soap 25c. Depots: London. V Charterhouse sq., Pails, 5 RUG de Ia Nix ; Boatoei IS Columba. Ave. Potter Drug & Chem Corp.. age Peopeleleeis.
s.r.ci foe •• Caueurs Skin Book."

Married at Doer.
J. F. Adcock and Miss Bennie Harrison, of Herndon, Chrietinn county,
eloped t Dover and were married.
The bride ie only fourteen years old.
The groom is about twentp-five. and
this is his third matrimonf#11 vet tun%
—Clarksville Leaf Chronicle.

ARE CHILDREN SUPPOSED
TO BE MURDERED.

That's what you need; something to cure your biliousness,
and regulate your bowels. You
need Ayer's Pills. Vegetable;
gently laxative.
'1441refa:
rWant your moustache or beard

House.

BUCKINGHAM'S DYE

/MT CT8 OP PRI7GGIST3 OR R.. P. HALL l• CO., NARHO

N. H.
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Midnight Trial and Lunatic
Was Sent to Hopkins•
ville Asylum.
•
•

,

Shirt Waist SUR., worth
1.50 a yard

36 inch BlacK Taffeta Sillt,

t

worth $1.50,

0

sane.

•
•

Fancy Oxford Suiting., worth
50c a yard,

(From Monday's Daily.)
,Probably the most blood curdling
Alex Warfield, of Hopkinsville, experience with a raving maniac
(From Monda3's Daily)
is visiting his
The children whom Grant Thomas well known here.
has ever occurred in West KenMrs. E. J. Warfield, near that
mother,
murderof
accssed
are
and his wife
of
tucky took place on the farm :
Idaho Springs.--Clarksville Star.
court
open
in
pfoduced
be
ing will
James Usher, in Graves county, a
Mr.Carl Puryear has gone to Hopat Cadiz today and the negroes will
kinsville, to accept a position in the few miles from Mayfield Thursday
be released from custody.
telephone company's office during night. The maniac was Sylvester
Thomas and his wife, as New Era vacation. He will return to dental Lane, who is now safe in the Wes•
readers will recall, were arrested college at Nashville in the fall.—Pa- tern Kentucky Asylum for the Inducah Sun.
Col. W. A. Wilgus, of Hook inscharged with having slain the man's
southern passenger agent of
vine,
children by his first wife. They
the C. I. 0. railway is in the city.—
were arrested on a warrant sworn
Paducah News Democrat.
out by the mother of the missing
Mrs. Sarah Hunter, of Owensboro
children, who are four and five years
is visiting in the city,
y'
old,respectivel.
Mrs. M. G. Rust and grandson,
Their disappearance coupled with
James Luther Moss, have returned
the sensational charges preferred by from a visit to Mr. and Mrs. J. J.

:

Imported Mercerized Ginghams,
worth 25c a yard.

•O

a beautiful brown or rich black? Use

Had Been Placed By Their
Stepmother In the Poor

'IA ' JONES STOREI

EXPERIENCE WITH A RAV-•
•
INC MANIAC.

Lane has been a farm hand, and
worked on the Usher plaz.e. Thursday he did his work as usual, and it
was not noticed that he was affected
in any way. At supper he conversed

with his fellow laborers and appeared to be in a jolly mood. He and
others of the hired men whose name
could not be learned, lingered at the

••••••••••
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the mother caused great excitement Garrott at New Providence, Fenn.
in the Roaring Springs vicinity. The
Mr. William H.Cummings, Sr., of table a little longer than the others,
rivers and ponds were dragged and of New York, is a guest of Mr. and and were deep in conversation, when
woods and swamps searched in the Mrs. William H. Cummings, Jr.
Lane suddenly sprang to his feet,
effort to find the bodies.
Mr. Hanson Penn Diltz has retan- drew and opened his knife, and with
from Louisville.
ed
Thomas,
it develops that Clarissa
a dive at his companion, swore that
had
children,
the
of
the stepmother
Mr. Rob't. J. Johnson, of Nash- he wculd cut him to pieces.
them placed in the Christian county ville, spent Sunday in the city.
The other man rushed for the cord
poorhouse the day before their disapMrs. J. W. Weber left for Hop- to the farm bell, which was suspendkinsville today to be the guest of
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FIFTY SELECTED VARIETIES
rtom OLD TIME CARDERS,
Newest Chrysanthemum. rest Carnations, Roses, Hedge Rude,

Shade Trees. Catalogue Free to all.
NORTON'S EVERCRICEEN LODGE,
CLARKSVILLE TENN.
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FOR SALE SY ALL DRUGGISTS.
TWO SIZES.50C AND 111.00.

AMONG THE HMS
Get the Habit,
Take Life Plant
And Get Well.

Passing of Famous Stock

and all blood diseases quickly and
permanently cured by

LIFE PLANT

presidest of the Southern Confederacy. The matter will be brought before memorial association and other

bodies.
The Llommercial-Appal, of Memphis, in.comrnenting on the proposed
change, says:
"The movement to change the date
of Confederate Memorial Day from

TITIONED.

Farm Follows an Unprofitable Season.

FOR CHILDREN

so to liquidate certain debts against
the estate will probably end the career of that once famous farm as a
nursery for the breeding of thoroughbred horses. The estate is In such a

NO CURE—NO PAY.
Then Why Suffer Longer?

badly tangled shape that nothing
short of a partition and sale can ex-

Manufactured enly by

LIFE PLANT CO.,
CANTON, OHIO.

CUMBERLAND'S
PRESIDENT

_sa a2aiies

The filing of a bill in chancery
king to the partition of Belle
Meade farm among the heirs and al-

the greatest blood purifier and tonic
known to the medical world. Al]
diseases arise from impure blood.
Cure the blood and you cure the disease. That is just what Life Plant
does. Our guarantee is

Collinwood, Ohio, Nov. 19, 3901.
Life Plant Company,Canton.
Gentlemem-I want to say that I feel
that your medicine is a wonderful blood
purlifter. At least It has done a great
deal for me. Will you Bead my father
four bottles? bend them to Selo,0.
Yours truly,
ANTHONY L NIXON,
Pastor M. it. Church.

April 26 to June 3, the latter date being the natal day of Jefferson Davis,
should receive thoughtful consideration from those who have the pow r
of fixing it. Mr. Davis will always
be the dominant figure on the South

If you have never tried this
which met at Charleston. from comgreat remedy
promising the South on the tariff and

BELLE MEADE TO BE PAR-

Rheumatism—Catarrh

A movement has been launched to
have the Southern Memorial Day
changed from April 26th to June 3rd,
the birthday of Jefferson Davis,

ern side of the great civil war. He
was the dynamic force that made the
Confederacy. He prevented the
Democratic national convention,

"The Ship of
Health"
that brings you
gle.d tidings.

Makes teething easy, regulates
the bowels and stomach, stops
crying, cures summer complaint.

Mayor Yswell of Owensbor Ky.,
% says: "Our baby was wastingo,away
while teething. ,kiis bowels seemed
b yond control.a Three physicians
gave him tip Owens Pink Mixture
saved his life. Icannot eay enough
0,491EINIMI MEMOIR It saved OW taby."
Ness resulee without this
/Apilltnre ea every package:

tk. sad 5k. betties.•
gassy back if Not stlistietet7

/
•

•
«
Pow Sample and book tree, address.

FLOYD MEDICINE CO.. DETROIT. MICH.
tor Indigestion. 50 tablets
SOC. Mewls and book free

OM FLOYD'S DYSPEPSIA sfABLETS

Bold by L L Elgin, Ray & Fowler, J 0 Cook, It
C Hardwick and Cook & Higgins.

tricate it from its difficulties.

Mrs.
Mary H. Jackson, widow of William
H.Jackson, Jr., has been making a I.
heroic effort to continue the nursery
and she may yet succeed in holding
this part of the estate intact, but the
chances are otherwise.
The decline and probable dissolution of Belle Meade bring to mind
the decadence of the thoroughbred
breeding industry which once flourished in middle Tennessee. Fifteen
years ago Belle Meade, Kennesaw,
Williamette, Cliff Law, Patonia,

4
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Capital Paid In....10100,000.00
Surplus
....29,000.00
•

Henry C. Gant,
J. E McPherson,
H L McPherson,

President
Cashier
- Asst. Cashier
-
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A Positive Necessity.
Professional:Cards
W H Howard, of Husband, Pa. "At and Cook & Higgins.
Mixed—Daily Except Sunday.
get. Telephoning is the
Having to lay upon my bed for 14
Lv. Hopkinsville
9.00 a m times she Was unable to move at all,
quick, convenient, easy
Hunter Wood,
Hunter Wood Jr
Ask Your Dealer For Allen's days from a severely bruised leg, I
Ar. Clarksville
1.30 p m while at lother times walking was
and satisfactory way to
only found relief when I used a botHun
ter
Woo
d (1:1,:Son
Ar. Ashland City
310p m painful. lj presented her with a botFoot Ease,
shop if you call the right
tle of Ballard's Snow Liniment. I
Ar. Nashville.
600 p m tle of Chamberlain's Pain Balm and A powder for the feet.
Atty
s-at
-Law.
It cures
number-58.
after a few applications she decided swollen, Sore, Hot, Callous, Aching, can cheerfully recommend it as the
Office in Hopperi Block upstairs
TRAINS ARRIVE
over Planters Bank.
it was the roost wonderful pain re- Sweating Feet, Corns and Bunions. best medicine for bruises ever sent
At Hopkinsville daily except Sunday liever she had ever tried, in fact, she At all Druggists and shoe stores, 25c. to the afflicted. It has now becom
HOPKINSVILLE, :KENTUCKY.
e
3•00 p. m is never without it now and is at all Ask today.
No. 12—Mixed
141-4
positi
a
necess
ve
attention to oases in
ity
upon
myself
.
D.
8'00 p. m times able te walk An occasional
No. 10—Passenger
bankruptcy.
Byrnes
,
R.
mercha
nt,
Doversville,
application of Pain Balm keeps away
E. M.SHERWOOD the pain that she
C. H. MINTON,
Texas. 25c, 60, $1.00. Sold by Ray
was formerly trouDru
It is a man's duty to his friends to
Traffic Manager. ,
Agent. bled with. For sale by L. L. Elgin.
. .
Foe Piles, Duns% Uri I.
• • gsSt'oe
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finish his work before he dies.
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SYSTEMIC CATARRH

SO LITTL
UNDERSTOOD

CLiims Many Thousands. A Tragedian's Thanks to Pe-ru-na.

Indictment Returned.

AS GAME WARDENS ANNUAL SESSION
SQUIRE CAMPBELL AND THE S. F. P. A. TAKES
MR. ALLEN APPOINTED.
PLACE MAY 18.

The Hopkins county grand jury
has returned an indictment against
Louis Wilbert charging him with
wilful murder for the killing of Gus
McIntosh about six weeks ago, at
Mannington.

DEATH'S SUMMONS A
ANSWERED BY ATTORNEY
HARRY FERGUSON.

WE ARE
Violators of Law Will Be Program of Much Interest
is Announced For the
Sternly Dealt With In
Future.
Occasion.

'Squire Alexander Campbell ind
Mr. J. J. Allen have been appointed
to the offices of game wardens for
Christian county. Considerable killing of game, seining and dynamiting

Tha Sinking Fork Picnic association, composed of the members of the
Alpha society, will meet Wednesday,
May 18, 1904, in annual session. It is
desi:ed that all the members will be

Agents

Passed Away:at Home of Sicter.—Interment Near
Carl.

For the Following
Well Known
Remedies:

From Wednesday's Daily•
U. S. Commissioner Harry Ferguson, a well-known attorney at the
International
local bar, died this morning about 8
o'clock at the home of his sister,Mrs.
present. The following program has
fish have been indulged in for some
William Jones, on O'Neal Avenue.
been prepared:
time in this section and the sportsHe
was fifty-eight years of age and
Roll call
men petitioned Judge Fowler to apwas a native of Christian co
.spit
Opening Address
T. G. Hiser
point someone whose duty it would
received
god
a
educatio
n
and
cornSong
By the Club1
be to apprehend such lawbreakers
pleted his legal studies at Ann HarWhat Next?
R. A. Cook
and report the matter and have arCivilization of the 19th Cenbor, Mich. He was a veteran of the
rests made. Under the new laws the
tury
Elmer Coates
civil war, having fought on the Fedfines for killing gatue out of season Recitation
Miss Nona Hiser
eral side, and was a corporal in Co.
or seining, netting or dynamiting Words that Burn.
W R. Wicks
H., 48th Ky. Infantry, volunteers.
fish are very heavy and from now on Bows (beaux) and Arrows
He practiced his profession con.Miss Berta Hiser!Also
all persons guilty of such offenses
Special
tor tinuously in Hopkinsville and
was
The Alpha Society....L. W. Guthriel
who are apprehended will be proseQuartette
regarded by the local attorneys as
Mrs. T. G. Hiser,
cuted to the full extent of the law.
Misses Owen, Hiser and Wood
exceptionally capable. He was a
The Sentimental Side of Life....
close student, a skillful pleader and
Mr. E. P. Wilkins has resigned his
Roger W. Harrison
faithful to the interests of bis clients.
position as constable of the third "What Might Have Been"
Poor health had for several years in.
Mrs. T. G. Hiser
magisterial district of Christian
terferred seriously with his work.
Recitation....Miss Erma Armstrong
county. Mr. George M. Clark,formHe was removed yesterday from his
"The Hand of Douglas in his....
erly keeper of the county workhouse,
ROBERT DOWNING, ME rAmotis TRAGEDIAN.
appaitments down town to his sig.
Own"
Miss Elsie Record
••
.40-0
ter's residence in order that he might
_•
.
• _ ••
was appointed to the vacancy.
The Power of Poetry.....John Stites
In speaking of Peruna, Robert flown- a hot dressing MOM to a draughty
receive
careful nursing and constant
Now and Then.
N. G. Owen
g, the famous tragedian, says: j
stage.
.medi
cal
attention. The interment
Miss Hattie Wood, secretary.
Mr. J. E. Anderson has resigned
- "I find Peruna a prevents**. against
will take place tomorrow at the
"To sum it up, Peruna has done me
T.
0.
Hitler, president.
sudden summer ills that swoop upon more
Hord's Old Stand.
good than any tonic I have ever his office of deputy constable and has
Wicks' burial grounds near Carl.
*se in changing climates and water. It
taken."—Robert Downing.
been appointed deputy sheriff.
Is the finest traveling companion and
Safeguard against malarial influences. Dr. Hartman WOW the first physician
"You may notice that persons in poor In the United States to accurately deDeaths In Trigg.
health always find the heat most intol- scribe systemic catarrh. His remedy
(Special to New Era,)
erable; this I avoid by using rerun*. I Peruna, the only systemic catarrh remknow by the thermometer that the edy yet devised, is now known all over
CADIZ, Ky., May 9.—Trigg county
weather is ho.„ yet I have felt the heat the civilized world. A person having lost another one of its
old and most
used it once can never be persuaded to
lees this summer than ever.
"The cooling action of Peruna on the be without it when in need of ouch a substantial citizens in the death of
mucous membrane makes it invaluable remedy.
Esquire W. D. Lancaster, who died
to actors and singers, as it does sway
Write for a copy of Dr. Hartman's of dropsy, aged about seventy years.
with that tendency to sudden hoarseness latest book entitled "Summer
Catarrh."
So apt to overtake one oa emerging from Address Dr. Hartman,
Columbus, 0.
CADIZ, Ky.. May 9.—Mrs. Lizzie
Quick, widow of Abraham Quick,
died at her home two miles east of
here of pneumonia. She was seventy-four years of age.

Stock and Poultry
Powder,
Lice Killer,
Silver Pine Heal-I
ing Oil,
Gall Cure,
Agui.

Magic Oil,
Japanese Oil,
Bliss Native Herbs

I

OVERBY &
DENTON.

One to Five

Dollars Per Hour

STILL AT WORK NO OPPOSITION

TO SECURE FUNDS
SOLDIERS.

FOR DR.STITES AND MR. LONG
RE-ELECTED.

Adismammen,
Does
This ••••••••••
•
•
,, •
Interest
•
•
•
You?
•
•
•
•

STATE FAIR

41
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
:
• ....You can make this amount by pur-:

The Kentucky Live Stock Breed-

About 810 Said to Be Due New Board of Tax Supervis- ers' association has selected
LexingEach Spanish War
ton as the place for holding the state
ors Will Meet on
fair this year. The fair will be held
Veteran.
Thursday.
for a week, beginning September 5.
Lexington was the only place considered in view of the fact that Lou(From Monday's Daily.)
isville was not a contestant. Local
The terms of Dr. F. M. Stites and
business men figured that the fair
Mr.W.A.Long as school trustees havwould be a failure if held here this
ing expired an election was held in
year, owing to the large number of
the city court room Saturday to elect
counter attractions, principally the
their successors. The incumbents
World's Fair. The Lexington comhad no opposition and the vote when
mittee headed by Mayor Combs, apcounted showed that Dr Stites had
peared before the association at Loureceived 102 votes and Mr. W. A.
isville and offered a guarantee fund
Long 100 One ballot was cast for
of $10,000, which was accepted. The
Mr. W. D. Ennia. Nearly all of the
details will be agreed upon at a meetschool elections in late years have
ing to be held in the Lexington
been rather exciting owing to the
chamber of commerce this week.—
number of candidates in the field.
Louisville Heraled.
The re-election of Dr. Stites and Mr.
Long without oppusition attested the
popularity of these gentlemen and
the confidence that the people have
in them, and was a well merited
compliment to each of them.

Maj. J. Embry Allen, late major of
the Second Kentucky volunteer infantry, has undertaken, with Capt.
C. C. Calhoun, the collection of the
money due the soldiers from the
time of reporting to companies for
duty to the time of arriving at rSgi
mental rendezvous in Lexington,
says a telegram from Lexington. the
time is from April 26, 1.11.•:, to May
13, 1898, and amounts to about $10 for
each man. Under a recent decision
of the United States court of claims
this money is due those soldiers
who enlisted on the first call;
the rejected men who wer•
omitted in former payment and the
men and officers who did not receive
the benefit of furlough by reason of

BANKS AGAIN

sickness or other reasons. The men
are requested to send their names
*Aid addresies, company letter snd

Mr. Edward Petrie, of Red Rork,
Oklahoma, is here visiting relatives
in the city and county. He is a
brother of Mrs. John Danforth and
Dr. C. B. Petrie, of this city, and a
son of Mr. J. W. Petrie, of Fairview.
He left this county twenty-three
years ago and had never visited it
again rintil Sunday afternoon, when
without having given any previous
announcement, he walked in on Mr.
and Mrs. Danforth at thuir home on

trisads.
•,
t't Atil040(44004

Mayor Jouett Henry today announced the appointment of the following board of supervisors or city
taxes for the 1904: J. D. Russell,
Moses L. Elb and J. E. Buchanan.
The board will meet Thursday in the
city courtroom and after organizing
by electing a chairman and secretary will go over the books of City
Assessor Fred R. Dryer. In the

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.
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Another victory was achievad Saturday by the state banks and trust
companies in the back tax suits

•
•
.•

against them by Frank A. Lucas, of
Padcicalk revenue agent of the stateat-large. Judge Upton W. Muir, of
Louisville, rendered an opinion at
joint session, in which he fully sus-

tained the findings of County Judge
event any changes are male in the Gregory, who had dismissed all the
assessment of property written noti- petitions in the test case tried by
cds will be served on those whose agreement of counsel before him.
taxes have been raised.
Mr. Lucas will immediately carry
After completing this work the board the case to the court of appeals.
will adjourn until a later day when
Witty-Rowe.
the members will reassemble to hear
complaints.
(From Wednesday's Daily)

Ninth street. He will reinaii?
section for ;Novena weeks visit4
relatives sad

Cet Decision in Back Tax
Cases.

•••••••••• -•=1

number of regiment to Maj. Mien
and information will be sent to thSm.
This money which Maj. Allen ind
Capt. Calhoun will endeavor to Collect is government pay, as the men
have already received state pay for
the same period.

Surprised Relatives.
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e
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i
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•
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•
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• ....This is an opportunity to replinish;
•
• your China closet that you cannot:
afford to miss.
•
•• ....We would also call attention to our•
:
:celebrated Mogul Swing,Hammocks,
:
:Water Coolers, North Star RefrigeraIce Chests and other seasonable:
•
• tors,
•• goods at prices that will please you. I
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Mr. Carl Witty and Miss Birdie
Rowe, popular among a wide circle
of friends, left this morning for
Evansville where they were married at 11:80 o'clock at the St. George
Hotel., They will return tonight put,
keep
I
house on North , Main etroetv
Ptit.t
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IMPROVEMENT DEATH FOR STANLEY VOTE or COUNTIES

Pulaski, 11; Rockcastle, 6; Robertson, 4; Rowan, 4;"Russell, 4; Scott,
13; Sht lby, 14; Simpson, 8; Spencer,
6; Taylor, 6; Todd, 9; Trimble, 7;
Christian Circuit Court, Ky.
Famous Explorer Pesses
Christian Circuit Court, Ky.
Union, 16; Warren, 17; Washington,
R. H. Wilson's adin'r)
Charles
E. West,
and others
Away in London.
IN THE NEXT STATE CON- 8; Wayne,7; Webster, 12; Whitley,
I
SHOWN IN THE CROP.CONAgainst
Against
f
ity.
Eqc
The Planters Bank & Trust Equity.
LNDON,May 11.—Sir Henry M.
5: Wayne, 6; Woodfora„9. Total Laura A. Wilson and
:VENTION.
COITION&
Committee for
1,172.
StnleY,
the famous African explorothers
si
Martha F. West
..-.......—..
.
By virtue of a judgment and order
er, dead. He was conscious to the
By virtue of a judgment and order
of
Circuit
sale
the
of
Court
Remedy.
Christian
Smallpox
A
of sale of the Christian Circuit Court,
lasti and was able to recognize his
rendered at the February term there- rendered
Wheat Looking Better and wife a few minutes before the end It Is Based on the Vote Cast
at the February term thereof, 1904, in the above cause, I shall of, 1904, in
Stockton,
In
Bryan
For
the
the above cause, I shall
correponden
of
t
A
Early Corn In Cood
came.
preceed to offer for sale at the court proceed
to offer for sale, at the courtCalisornia, Herald, writes as follows: house door in Hopkinsville, Ky., to
I 900.
Shape.
Sir Henry had been in failing
house door, in Hopkinsville, Ky.. to
004""
I herewith append a recipe which the highest and best bidder at Public
health for some time. Pneumonia
the highest and best bidder at Public
has been used, to my knowledge, in Auction; on Monday, the 8th day of Auction, on Monday
caused death.
the 6th slay of
June 1904, between the hours of 11 a. June
prevent
will
It
hundreds
cases.
of
1904,
between
coming
the hours of 11 a.
The delegote vote of the
Sir Henry Stanley was an Englishm. and 2 p. m., (being court court m., and
2 p. m.,(being County Court
The following is the Kentucky man by birth but came to America state Democratic convention is based or cure the smallpox,though the pitday) upon a credit of six months, the day),
upon a credit of Six months
crop report, issued from the state as &stowaway when a lad. He was on the Bryan vote of 1900, and each ting are filling.
following described property, towit: the
following
described property to"When Jenner discovered cowpox
weather bureau:
A 221 85-100 acre tract of laud ly- wit:
adopted by a citizen of New Orleans county will be allowed one for each
Very favorable weather prevailed named Stanley and took the latter'e 200 or fraction over 100 cast for the in England, the world of science ing on the Hopkinsville and NashA trick cottage in the city of HopWork was name. He served in the Confederacy, presidential ticket four years ago. huoled an avalanche of fame upon ville road, near Salubria, in Chris- kinsville, Ky., and which
k%shy throughout the week.
fronts on
tian county, Kentucky, and a part of Liberty
stteet
scientific
66
most
the
when
head,
'vigorously prosecuted, and growing and after the Civil war, having a
feet
but
his
ana
runs
counby
vote
back
The following is the
the tract of land conveyed to dece-Is advanced fairly well. Light taste for adventure and travel, went ties: Adair, 7; Allen, 7; Anderson, school of medicine in the world—that dent and W. B.Nourse by Petree and 132 feet and19 inches to a ten foot alley, which has been opened in the
w'•
I,
•i,wers at the close of the week to Africa. He soon became famous 7; Ballard, 9; Barren, 16; Bath, 9; of Paris—published this recipe as a Yancey and afterwards divided by
rear of said lot, running from Fourth
passed un- decedent and said .Nourse, by deed of to Fifth streets.
very beneficial.
as an exploter and hunter, leading Bell, 4; Boone, 12; Bourbon, 12; panacea for smallpox it
Said lot lies immepartiti • • of date, Nov.14th, 1890,and
diately South of the lot owned by
Wheat shows considerable improv- several expeditions into the heart of Boyd,8; Boyle, 8; Bracken,9;Brath- heeded.
boun e ., follows:
Mrs. Fannie Tate and; between said
ment, but it had such a poor start the dark continent. His most nota- at,8; Breckinridge, 11; Bullitt, 7; "It is unfailing as fate, and conat a stone in the center lot and the
residence lot of Mrs. Nanand was so badly winter-killed that ble exploit was his rescue of Livings- , Butler,6; Caldwell, 7; Calloway, 14; quers in every instance.
of t
* corner with Holland, nie M.
F
Carpenter. For a more parthere cannot be anything like a full ton, the British explorer, who was Campbell, 26; Carlisle, 8; Carroll, 9; "It is harmless when taken by a and r , e•-• ing N 26-23 E 2032 feet to a ticular
description reference is here
crop. It is so thin in some fields that lost near the head of the river Nile. Carter, 9; Casey, 7; Christian 16; well person. It will also cure scarlet stake, a new corner with lot No. 2; made to Deed Book
91, page 108.
thence with Penick's line N. 67-30W
have
I
as
recipe
cord is being planted in its place.
the
Said
Here
is
property
fever.
is
sold
to
CritClinton,
2;
Clark.
Clay,
12;
satisfy a debt
3;
expedition
the
by
financed
was
This
1226 58-100 feet to a stone corner with
due plaintiff.
Corn planting progressed rapidly New York Herald, and for finding tenden,8; Cumberland 3; Daviess, used it, and cured my children of
Lowry; thence with said Lowry's
For the purchase price, the perand was:nearly completed. A very the dying Livingston Stanley was 26; Edmonson,6; Elliott, 7; Estill, scarlet fever, and it cured smallpox line, S 28-30 W 18134 feet to a stake,
chaser must execute bond with aplarge acreage is being put in. The knighted by Queen Victoria.
6; Fayette, 21; Fleming, 11 ;Floyd,8; when learned physicians said the pa- another corner with Lowry; thence proved surety or sureties, bearing
lewith Lowry's line N 64 W lWfl4 feet
early planted corn is coming up betOf recent years he had devoted Franklin, 16; Fulton, 7; Gallatin. 6; tients must die:
gal interest from the day of sale unhimpelf to literary work and lectur- Garrard, 7; Grant, 10; Graves, 24; "Sulphate of zinc, one grain; fox- to a stake in Harrison's line; thence til paid and having the force and efter than was expected.
with said line S 33-19 W 1832 feet to
Tobacco plants are in good condi- ing.
Cirayson, 10; Green, 6; Greenup, 7: glove, digitalis, one grain; half a a stake in the Nashville road; thence fect of a Replevin Bond. Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptly
tion in most localities and prepara'
Hancock,6; Hardin, 16; Harlan, 1; teaspoonful of sugar. When thor- with the middle of paid road N 61
with these terms.
tions for transplanting have begun;
Harrison, 14; Hart, 10; Henderson, oughly mixed, add four ounces of W 1066 feet to a stake, corner with
DOUGLAS BELL.
Yancey; thence with Yancey's line
the acreage will not be quite as large
20; Henry, 12; Hickman, 9; Hop- water. Take a spoonful every hour.
Minter Commissioner.
S 32 W 2919 1 feet to an original coras usual.
WASHINGTON,D. C., May 11.— kins, 17; Jackson,!; Jefferson, 104; Either disease will disappear in ner, marked with a
piece of 'T' railOats, rye, clover and grasses are
John F. Wallace, of Chicago, gener- Jessamine, 8; Johnson, 6; Kenton, twelve hours. For a child smaller road iron; thence S 26-30W 143 feet
more promising, but winter oats is
to a stake in the north line of the L.
at manager of the Illinois Central 86; Knott, 6; Knox, 6; LaRue, 7; doses, according to age.
rather thin.
&
compel
N. railroad right of ;way; thence
their
counties
would
"If
Lawrence,
Laurel,
Lee,
3;
10;
6;
railroad, has accepted the appointwith
said right of way S 66-16 E 1330
Hemp is coming up well.
merit of chief engineer in charge of Leslie, 1; Letcher, 3; Lewis, 77 Lin- physicians to use this there would be
feet
to
a stake, corner to lot No. 2;
Gardens and potato crops are late,
Christian Circuit Court, Ky.
the construction of the Panama ca- coln, 9; Livingston, 8; Logan, 17; no need of pest houses.
thence with the line of lot No. 2 N 32
but are now doing much better.
Mrs.
M.
F. Weaver's
experi)
nal at a salary of $26,000 a year. The Lyon,6; Madison, 16; Magoffin, 6; "If you value advice and
E 2970 feet to a stake in the center of
Adm'r
et al
Reports in regard to fruit vary
disease.
terrible
that
for
this
ence,
use
Equity.
the Nashville road, another corner
task will require his residence on the Marion, 10; Marshall, 8; Martin, 1;
Against
greatly; in the central parts of the
Etta
Faulkner
with
lot
et
No.
2;
al
thence
slith
the said
isthmus for the entire period of con- Mason, 16; McCraken, 16; McLeae,
road
state most of the peaches and a great struetion,
S
62-16
E
1665i
feet
By virtue of a judgment and orto
a stake;
Menefee,
4; Mercer, 9;
which is estimated at 7; Meade, 7;
Kentucky Patents.
thence S 58-20 E 628 feet to a stake; der of sale of the Christian circuit
many apples were killed, but in the about
ten years. He is one of the Metcalfe, 6; Monroe,4; Montgomery,
thence still with said road S 69-15 E court, ren1d
904
ere
, n thediattb e e
a'brb
ov
ru
eacrayutse
northeastern and the extreme westei
r,tho
most eminent engineers in the coun- 8; Morgan. 9; Muhnleuberg, 9; NelGranted this week. Reported by 480 feet to the beginning."
thereof,
ern counties the damage is not so
Said lands are sold for the payment shall proceed to offer for sale, at the
try, and has been especially noted son, 12; Nicholas,9; Ohio, 14; Old- C. A. Snow & Co., patent attorneys,
great. A fair crop of strawberries is
r nn d
Hobpeksitnsv
for his executive ability in handling ham,6; Owen,17; Owsley,l; Pendle- Washington, D. C., F. Freadreazes, of debts against the estate of the de. tioutrhteb ohu
bidder,i ile, Ka
yt
,
/
expected.
to
cedent.
highest
and
men.
ton, 9; Perry, 2; Pike, 10; Powell, 4; Louisville, attachment for cars; E.
For the purchase price, the purch- puolic auction, on Monday, the 8th
pmeMolo.WIIIMIP
W. Hicks,Cy nthiana,flre extinguish- aser must
execute bond with approv- day of June, 1904, between the hours
+++++++++++++44444+44+++++ ing apparatus; D. E. Mapother, ed surety or
surities, bearing legal of 11 a. in. and 2 p. m.,(being county)
interest from the date of sale until rro
Louisville, clip.
Court dayt
day),
)
,h e ufp
oollnowacr
ing eddietscorfs
ibe
i;
Paid
and
having
the
force
and
effect
For copy of any of above patents
send ten cents in postage stamps of a Replevin Bonds. Bidders will property, towit: Two tracts of farmbe prepared to comply promptly with lug lands situated in the southern
with date of this paper to C. A.Snow
portion of Christian county, Kentucthese terms.
& Co., Washington, D. D.
ky, and in the Herndon neighborDOUGLAS BELL,
Master Commissioner. hood, and bounded as follows, viz:
FIRST TRACT.
Begirning at a stake in the road,
withjflve black -jacks marked as
(Special to New Era.)
pointers, S E corner to slot conveyed
EVANSVILLE, Ind., May 11 —
to Mrs. Weaver, and in McKnight's
Christian Circuit Court, Ky. line; thence N 88 W., with Mrs. FanThere was a meeting held here at the
nie Weaver's line,324 poles to a
Sc. George Hotel of the executive R. J. Cooper's, Admr. i
stake
Against
.: Equity.
in John Y. Young's hells'
line;
board of Kentucky-Indiana-Illinois R. M. H ester, et al !
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TRI-STATE FAIR.

Oiliing Suits
and Straw• Hats.
There is an element of comfort
and pleasure in wearing a flan=
nel suit and straw hat that is beyond a man's imagination--who
has not worn them: Drop in and
look over those pant and coat
suits--they are made especially
for sum me,coats skeleton lined,
handsomel* tailored, fit and hold
their shape. They come in a doz=
en different styles in neat stripes
and checks4 at $5.00 to $10.00.
Straw halts from 25c for a neat
new style sailor to $7.50 for the
Finest Panama.

Commissioner's
Sale.
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LESSON VII, SECOND QUARTER,IN)ER-

the U. S. mall will bring you the best medical
advice for only the coot of writing
materials and stamps.
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The lesson today is only one part of
the threefold parable of this chapter,
the whole setting forth the great love
of God, the Father, Sou and Holy
Spirit, for lost, helpless, erring humanity, and the sympathy of the angels
with God in His joy over the salvation
of the lost. The lost sheep suggests
our inclination, because of sin, to go
astray from God (Ps. Mil, 3; cxix, 176;
Isa. 1111, 6; I Pet. 11, 25); the loot piece
of money indicates our helplessness,
our Inability to restore ourselves and
our deadness to a sense of our condition
(Rom v, 6; Eph. 11, 4, 5), while the sons
of today's lesson illustrate the selfishness, ingratitude and rebellion of sinful man, and also the self righteousness and lack of sympathy with God
of many who profess to be His.
It is very plain that neither of the
sons in our lesson knew his father;
they neither trusted nor enjoyed him. It
was God's constant complaint of Israel
that notwithstanding all He had done
for them they knew Him not (Isa. 1, 3;
Jer. viii, 7; Hos. iv, 1, 6; v, 4; Mic. iv,
12). Most touching is our Lord's word
to Philip on the night before the crucifixion, "Have I been so long time with
you and yet haat thou not known Me,
Philip?" (John xiv, 9.) It must be a
great grief to Him when we talk or
act as if we knew Him not. All fear
or anxious care or fretfulness, anything
but the rest and quiet of calm confidence, is an indication that we know
Him not as we might
The younger son illustrates thaw who
prefer God's gifts to God Himself-a
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i so
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i 50
Semi-Weekly Nashville Americas
1 25
Weekly Louisville Commeruiol .
146
TM-Weekly New York World . Ji
2 50
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1 16
Rome and Farm
• .1 1 7L
-l-....,.
National Magasine-Roston
Weekly Atlanta Constitution . .1. ..... 1 75
Weekly New York Tribune . .. .... ... 1 26
. . . ... . 175
Tr -Weekly New York Tribune
Farmer's Home Journal, new
I 75
subscribers only.
... .4.
Special olubbing rates with any magazine
aewspsper published ln the United States

COURT DIRECTORY.

Many people owe their present good
health to the fact that they consulted Dr.
Pierce by letter, giving him all possible in-

formation about their condition,symptoms,
etc., and received in return good medical
advice which cost them nothing. Write to
Dr. R. V. Pierce, founder of the Invalids'
Hotel and Surgical Institute, Buffalo, N. Y.
Dr. Pierce by no means confines himself
to prescribing his well-known medicines.
He tells you in the most common-sense
way what ails you, what you ought to do,
what line of treatment should be followed
out in your particular case, and if your case
does not indicate the need for this proprietary medicine, he tells you pl• • ly and
best
frankly what you do need,
Ith.
possible method of improving
at a
Dr. Pierce treats many ch
ve
distance, through the mail an
"r$ *it
to do is to write him your sy
have
*During my two years of married li
not had good health," writes Mrs. Daisy Studdart, of 6o8 S. Esplanade Avenue, Leavenworth,
Kans. of waa all run-down, and my husband
got me to write to Dr. Pierce. I got an early
reply telling me what the trouble was. I commenced taking Dr. Heroes Favorite Prescription, and also the 'Pleasant Pellets,' and now
can say that I feel like a new woman. I do all
my work and do not feel tired out like I used to.
I have taken eight bottles of the 'Favorite Prescription.' It makes one feel well and strong.*

CIRCUIT VOMIT—FirstIdonclay in June
and fourth Monday in February and September.
QI7ARTIRLY COURT -Second Mondays
In January. April. July and October.
Fiscsi COURT-First Tuesday in April
snd October.
COUNTY Occur—First Monda4 in every
month.

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure dissiseas and sick headache.

— ADVERTISING RATES:I—
$ 1 60
One inch, first insertion
1
One inch,one month.
months
three
II00
Inch,
One
I
... .
900
One inch, six months. .....
One inch, one year
' 16 CO
Additional rates may be had by application at the office.
Transient advertising must be paid for In
advance.
Charges for yearly advertisemeats will be
olleoted quarterly.
All advertisements inserted without spooned time will be charged for until ordered
out.
Announoements of Marriages and Deaths,
not exceediuq dye lines, and notices of
preaching published gratis.
• Obituary Notices, Resolutions of Respect,
andother similar notices,five cents per line
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tries will be the venerable exports of
the various tribes.
is enabled to see

Thus the visitor

present selfish enjoyment rather than
the love of God and the comfort of His
presence. Cain, who went out from
the presence of the Lord to do as he
pleased; Esau, who preferred the present enjoyment of a mess of pottage to
his God given birthright, and Israel
preferring Egypt and its ground fruits
to the heaven sent manna and the
promised land are illustrations of some
phases of the prodigal son. When we

the aged Indian

making arrows and his grandson constructing a wagon under the same
roof, illustrating the great advance
made by the Red race since the purchase of the territory of Louisiana.
The Industrial building itself is an
exhibit, having been constructed in
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Guaranteed for all Kidney and Bladder
Diseases. Is Safe and Sure.

Foley's Kidney Cure

t•

•

FOLEY'S

cures the most obstinate cases of
kidney and bladder diseases.
It supplies the kidneys with
the substances they need to build
Cures
up the worn out tissues.
Acute
It will cure Bright's Disease
or
and Diabetes if taken in time,
and a slight disorder yields read- Chronic
ily to the wonderful curative Kidney
power of this great medicine.
and
It soothes and heals the urin- Bladder
ary organs and invigorates the
Diswhole system. If your kidneys
eases
are deranged, commence taking
Foley's Kidney Cure at
•
once. It will make you well.

Used
by the
Most
Skillful
Specialists
for all
Kidney
and
Bladder
Diseases

anaranteed

part by Indians trained in govern- turn away from God, who is the foun-

tain of living waters, and seek to satment schools.
isfy ourselves with aught else, even
••••••Wo...40%"ftMa..1•Wo••••••••~..../.."•••••~•••
The department of anthropology is with His best temporal gifts, we are
For Congress,
a striking advance over a previous _hewing out cisterns, broken cisterns,
HON. A. 0. STANLEY,
that can hold no water, and sooner or
departments of that science at other later we shall surely come to want (Jer.
of Henderson.
expositions in that it supplements ii, 13; John. iv. 13, 14). For further
comment on this line of conduct, or
Evolution of Ma
the historical and the archeological
misconduct, see Eccl. 1, 1, 8; 11, 10, 11.
The Department of Anthropology with the living groups and animate
There is a phase of the younger son's
at the Louisiana Purchase l exposi- exhibits.
experience seen in the lives of those
believers who make more of the blesstion is not confined, as is usuel,to the
ings of justification, adoption and sancpast. One of the permanent WashHOW'S THIS?
tification than of Jesus Christ Himself,
We offer One Hundred Dollars re- In whom dwelleth all the fullness of
ington University building is devoted to relics and inanimate exhibits ward for any case of catarrh that can the Godhead bodily, and while such
not be cured by Hall's Cptarrh Cure. have their happy seasons they often
of the department of anthrOpology.
F. J. CHENEY dr, Co., Toledo,O. begin to be in want of a new blessing.
More interesting, however, is that
We, the undersigned, have known whereas Jesus Christ Himself would
branch of anthropology whiciti occu- F. J.Cheney for the last 15 yeais and always satisfy.
The far country is this present evil
pies a large tract of ground just believe him perfectly honorable in
world which lieth in the wicked one
southwest of the university' build- all business transactions, and finan- (Gal. 1, 4; 1 John v, 19) and which alcially able to carry out any obliga- lures us away from God. It is all about
ings. A park has been laid out in
tions made by his firm.
us on every side. Vain is the help of
which are located villages nccupied
man, the citizen of this world, when
Waldin, Kinnan & Marvin,
by representative families from vaonce
the soul begins to hunger for God,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo,0
there must needs be a
but
ofttimes
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interrious primitive peoples. Ocluded
humiliation
ere the soul will
deeper
In this outdoor branch of thei depart- nally, acting directly upon the blood whole heartedly and persistently turn
!
ond mucous surface of the system.
went of anthropology are workshops
to God. First a sense of want, then
Testimonials sent free
seeking
help from the world, then a
of the Indians, types of buildings of
Sold by Druggists. Price, 76c. per beastly appetite-these are often the
native construction according to the bottle.
developments ere a man begins to see
Take Hall's Family Pills for conarenitecture prevailing ainiong the stir ation.
himself as he really is. We read in I
Cor.
v, 5, of one delivered to Satan for
least civilized.
of the flesh, that the
the
destruction
The time to play is not during boyPerhaps the most notable! feature
spirit
may
be
saved
in the day of the
hood, but during one's old awe, when
Lord Jesus. In Job xxxiii. 14-30, we
of the dtles,fluent is presented in play is i health-givirg avocaton.
read how God does everything that is
what is known as tnet In!lustrial
possible to lead men to turn to Him,
I
Exposure
building. a large struct are otr
upy in g'
for we must be brought to the end of
To cold drafts of air, to keen and cutourselves before we will think rightly
an elevation overlonklug therviliages
ting winds, suddeii changes of temFather's house and love and
of the tribes. In this builcOng will,
perature, scanty clothing, undue ex plenty.
be conducted en Indian schdol with posure of the throat and neck after
Having realized by bitter experience
its.indust Hal branches of cairpentry, public speaking and singing, bring something of his own heart and of the
colds. Ballard's cold world into which he had wandered,
limithing, tailoring, hotimikeeping on caughs and
his thoughts and then his feet turn
Horehoued Syrup is the best cure.
and ether occupations new thught m
homeward
to the love and plenty of
Mrs. A. Barr, Houston, Texas,
the Indian schools cooduct•41 by thel writes Jan. 31, 1902: -Ole bottle of his father's house. But he does not
yet know his father, and thinks only
government. Tio upils 1.ave been Ballard's Horehounu Syrup cured
of the possibility of obtaining a servbrought from ti -rie.ois snit will be me of a very bad cough. It is very ant's place in his father's house. He
taught uuring the world's Folic in the plettsistit to take." 25c, 50c, $1.00. did not dream of the welcome and the
Sold by Ray dc Fowler.
full restoration that awaited him; neipresence of visitors.
In the Inther can the sinner understand the
dustrial building will be carried on
heart
of God and the free justification
When invited to any place, comby Indiana representing ma4 tribes,
and the full acceptance which await
pliment your entertainers by looking him if he will only return (Rom. v, 8;
the typioal anerigi oat industries,
24; Eph. 1, 6, 7). Our Lord in this
such as skin dressing, basket weav- your best.
parable
tells mit the heart of His and
—ing, pottery making and stone chip- (
our
Father
in heaven and teaches us
Made Young Again.
ping. The workers in thew) industhat God sees the first motion of the
"One of Dr. King's New Life Pills
heart toward Him and meets the reTHE PERPETUAL
each night for two weeks has put me turning one more than half way.
in my 'teens' again," writes D. H.
See God clothing His sinful Adam
WAR
Turner of Dempseytown,Pa. They're and Eve with coats of skins which He
the best in the world for liver, stom- had made (Gen. ill, 21). See the robe
There is always a fight ach and bowels. Purely vegetable. of righteousness and garments of salgoing on in every human Never gripe. Only 25c at L. L. El- vation of Isa. lxi, 10; II Cor. v, 21; the
ring and royalty and authority of Gen.
body between health arid dis- gin's and Cook tit Higgins.
xli, 42; the shoes and precious promise
ease. On one side are poor
of
Deut. xxxiii, 25, and consider what
food, bad air, overfwork, She is the girl who is not aggress- a welcome is here described as being
and does not find joy in exciting ready for
every returning penitent
worry, colds, accidents On ive
peo pie.
-not only forgiveness of sins, with
the other are sunshine, rest,
righteousness and full restoration to
cheerfulness and nourish- Crowing Aches and Pains. ; position and inheritance and authority,
Mrs. Josie Sunnier, Breinond, Tex., which was lost in Adam, but also true
ment.
writes, April 15, 1902: "I have used fellowship and great joy, foretastes of
The reason Scott's Emul- Ballard's Snow
Liniment in my I the kingdom. See Est. viii, 15-17, as
sion fights so powerfully for family for three years.
a helpful light on this.
The elder
I would not
health is because it gives so be without it in the house. I !nivel brother reminds us of those Christians
who feel envy and irritation when God
it on my little girl for growing blesses unworthy
much more nourishment
ones. Ile had a
, than used
you can get in any other way. pains and aches in her knees. It distinct appre(lation of his own merher right away. I have also its, talked of stern performance of
Get in the sunlight and try cured
used it for frost bitten feet with good duty, but did not enjoy the privileges of
Scott's Emulsion.
success. It is the best liniment I a son. He neither knew nor enjoyed
ever used." 25c, 50, $1.00. Sold by i'the father's love, yet see his father's
We'll send you a sample free upon request.
• .
wonderful word in verse 81, *and lay
SeOTT Pt BOWNE,too Pearl Street. New York. Ray & Fowler.
It to heart.
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FOLEY'S
KIDNEY CURE

TWO SIZES 500 & $1.00
A Physician

healed, now prescribes it daily.
DR. Gzo. Ewrno, • practicing physician of Smith's
Grove, Ky., for over thirty years, writes his personal
experienee with Foley's Kidney Cure: "For years I
ha“e been greatly bothered with kidney and bladder
trouble and enlarged prostate gland. I used everything
known to the profession without relief, until I commenced
to use Foley's Kidney Cure. After taking three bottles

I was entirely relieved and cured. I prescribe it now
daily in my practice and heartily recommend its use to
all physicians for such troubles. for I can honestly state
I have prescribed it In hundreds of cases with perfect
success."

PREPARED OMY DY

IF,EY et COMPANY
/

CHIC.A00. ILLINOIS
U.S. A.

Sold by All Drug gists of Hopkinsville
"Do It Today."
The time-worn injunction, "never
put off 'til tomorrow what you can
do today," is now generally present-'
ed in this form:"Do it today!" That
is the terse advice we want to give
you about that hacking cough or demoralizing cold with which you have
been struggling for several days,
perhaps weeks. Take some reliable
remedy for it today —and let that
remedy be Dr. Boschee's German
Syrup, which has been in use for
over thirty-five years. A few doses
of it will undoubtedly relieve your
cough or cold, and its continued use
for s few days will cure you com-

pletely.

No matter how deep-seated

John B. Trice, Casnier

J. F. Garnett, Pres.

lanters Bank Trust Co
Capital,

Banking.

Trust
Dept.

Deposits.

your cough, even if dread consumption has attacked your lungs, German Syrup will surely effect a cure-

Loons.

as it has done before in thousandsof
apparently hopeless cases of lung
trouble. New trial bottles, 26; regular size, 75c. At all druggists.

LIDICRAL
TREATMENT

Acts as
Trustee,
Agent,
Admr.,
Executor &c

CONSERVATIVE
POLIO/.

Investments
Made.
Wills written

--we/0—w.. 4110

Mothers! Mothers! Mothers
How many children are at this
season feverish and constipated, with
bad stomach and headache. Mother
Gray's Sweet Powders for Children
will always cure. If worms are present they will certainly remove them.
At all druggists, 25 cts. Sample I
Address,
mailed Free.
Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.

C.7.A.
Bears the
Sipature
of

Alien

and cared for.

Office Corner 8th and Main Sts.

A F E DEPOSIT BOXES
Modern.

Private.
Secure for Any Valuables.
Call and see them.

S.

141-4

My Cc3Ft.X
The Kind You Have Always Bought
• 12G2‘

--ThoseMuirkadacbes

One Minute Cough Cure

Are sure indictitions of some forth of stomach
trouble, biliousness or a bad liver. Malaria will
next overtake you. Don't risk it, and a-oove all,
don'ttake calomel or quinine—both are dangerous

ior 1:ounhs. Colds and Crimp.

odol
Dyspepsia Cure

HERBINE
has all their virtues-none of their

deadly effects. HERBINE taken
regularly vTill for3stall he4daches,put
the digestive organs in perfect condition, head off biliousness, headaches,
liver ills, 1ep you in good health.
TRY IT TO-DAY.
Drslasists.
50o n. Bottlo.

Digests what you eat.
This preparation contains all of thc%
digestants and digests all kinds of
food, lt gives instant ielief and never
fails to cure
It allows you tc eat all
the food you want. The most sensitive
stomachs can take it. By its'Ise many
thousands of dyspeptics have been
cured after everything else failed. It
prevents formation of gas on the stomach, relieving all distress after eating.
Dieting unnecessary. Pleasant to take.
It

can't help
but do you good

Sold by Ray 41 Fowler
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WORMS!

Bold by R. C. Hardwick.
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_Fa..14Qualltr.

For 20 Years
Has Led
WormNILRemedios.
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Prepared only by E. O.!)KW ITT & CO.,(31313e. I Prepared by-,„..sis
The PI liottle contains 2 times the 50C.
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810CESAN COUNCIL POE. ARTHUR CUT OFT BY JAPS
WILL CONVENE AT CRACE
CHURCH MAY 15.

An Interesting Program:Fr
the Occasion.— Other
Church Matters.

I OFFICIAL CALL

AND ABANDONED BY RUSSIANS.
General Kuropatkin Refused to Give Battle and
sued By the Victorious Japs.

(Cablegram.)

VIA07.857F
RIFLE AND PISTOL

FOR DEMOCRATIC STATE
CONVENTION.

CARTRIDGES.
"It's the shots that hit that count." Winches-

Is Pur-

ter Rifle and Pistol Cartridges hit, that is,
shoot accurately,and strike a good,hard,penetrating blow. They are loaded with great
care and precision, and made in calibers
suitable for all kinds of game, from rabbits
to grizzly bears. If you want reliable ammunition, buy the time-tried Winchester make.

Louisville Jure 8th.—Mass
Conventions In All Counance. The Russian authorities at St.
ties June 4.

ST. PETERSBURG, May 7.—Port Petersburg view the situation stoicArthur and the 4,000 men believed to ally and say that Port Arthur is imhave been left there under General pregnable and is provisioned to
The following program has been
As stated in a special despatch to
Stoessel have been abandoned by stand.
prepared for the Seventy-Sixth anFOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
the New Era, the Democratic ExecKuroViceroy
General
and
Alexieff
nual council of the Diocese of Kenutive committee decided to hold the
REFUSED TO FICHT.
patkin
fight
and
their
battles
must
tucky, Episcopal church, which constate convention in Louisville on
(Cablegram.)
alone.
church,
Grace
at
venes in this city,
ST. PETERSBURG,May 7.—Gen. Wed iesday, June 8. The following W P. Winfree
T. S. Knight.
The Japanese soldiers 30,000 of
on Sunday, May 16:
Kuropatkin at the last moment de- was adopted as the official call for
whom have been landed on Kinchou
SUNDAY AFTER ASCENSION DAY.
cided not to give battle to the Japs the convention:
Bay, within a short distance of the
GRACE CHURCH.
at Feng Wang Cbeng, so he fell back
Resolved, That a state convention
10: a. m. Litany and Holy Com- railroad have seized the road and on the approach of the enemy.
held in the city of Louisville on
be
He
cut off all communication between
munion.
was, however, pursued by the Jape Wednesday, June 8, 1904,for the purSermon by the Rev. C. P. Rodefer,, the beleagueterf city and -the world. with considerable loss.
pose of selecting delegates to the
The seasan of the year when people want to buy real
Priest in charge of Trinity Mission, Admiral Togo and the Jap ships are
No new has been heard from Port Democratic convention to be held at ib-d we invite those who want to buy or sell to consultestate is at hand
this column.
Russellville, and of Christ Mission, maintaining an absolute blockade by Arthur for
We have excellent facilities for conducting the business and will
twenty-four hours and St. Louis July, 6, 1904. Said convenadvertise the property put into our hands free of charge, and will
sea.
Guthrie.
furnish
the telegraph company refuses to ac- tion shall be called to order at two prospective customers conveyance to look at
property without cost to them
A late report from New Chwang
CHILDREN'S SERVICE.
cept messages for that place.
o'clock p. m., standard time. Dele- Come to see us if 3 911 want to sell, it costs you nothing if you fail.
414 acres of the finest south Christian land on Clarksville -pike, one
4:00 p. m. Addresses by Rev. John says that 10,000 Japanese soldiers,
mile
gates to said convention shall be from two railroad station, L & N
and T C. Susceptible of division into 3
yesterday
or
today
early
landed
B. Mason, D. D., Rector St. An- Who
dbosen at county mass couventions tracts with improvements on each, dwellings, tobacco barns, tenant houses
CITY BLOCKED.
within eighteen miles of Port Arstables, etc. Will be sold as a whole are divided to suit purchasers. Come
drew's church, Louisville.
TOKIO, May 7.—It is officially an- to be held at the various county and see us soon
,
or you will miss a bargain.
marching
to
now
the
are
city.
thur,
Minnigerode,
D„
D.
Rev. J. G.
nounced here that the harbor at Port courthouses in counties having but
Good farm of 166 acres, located near Howell, Ky. This farm is well
Rector Cavalry church, Louisville.
Arthur is completely blocked.
one legislative district, of which due fenced, has house of 3 rooms, good tenement house of 3 rooms, two large
JAPS LAND.
new tobacco barns, one good stock barn, 2 good cisterns, plenty of
CHAPEL OF THE GOOD SHEPHERD.'
The
,
Japanese
troops
destroyed
shall
notice
water, new smoke house and other outbuildings and about 20 acres stock
be
given
the
by
various
PETERSBURG
7.—The
,
May
ST.
good
4:00 p. m. Evening Prayer.
timber. Will be sold at a'low price and on easy terms.
Japanese forces that have swarmed the railroad at Port Adams, which county chairmen. In counties where
Mil property with 8 or 10 acres of land, 3 dwellings, one store house with
Sermon by the Rev. T. J. Brown,
into the Liao Tung peninsula are va- cut off Port Arthur by land, while circuit courts may be held in two good trade established, blacksmith shop and postoffice with daily mall
Priest in charge of the Mission of
The mill is in a fine agricultural section with a good local custom. Capaciriously estimated at from 20,000 to Admiral Togo with his fleet stands different towns, as provided for in ty of 50 barrels of flour per day. Thoroughly equipped
Louisville.
i
short system roller
Our Merciful Savior,
in front of the harbor ready to born House bill No. 271, of the general as- mill. About 4 miles from railroad and no other mill within
i 30,000. The landing of the Japs was
four miles. A
GRACE CHURCH.
splendid chance for investment. Will sell at a bargain. Good reason for
bard
and
complete
the
work
of
desembly
of
1901,
the
shall
convention
i practically unopposed, the Cossacks
selling.
8:00 p. m. Evening Prayer.
struction
unless
city
surrenders.
A nice farm of 111 acres of land, 30 acres in tirnber, good 5 room dwelling,
held
be
in
the
larger
town.
without
towns
resistevacuating the
Sermon by the Rev. L. W. Rose,
outhouses, stahle. tobacco barn; within 6 miles of Hopkinsville, fine truck
In counties having more than one farm.
Rector St.Paul's courch, Henderson.
A fine productive farm of 135 acres in one of the best neighborhoods
legislative district there shall be a
MONDAY, MAY 16.
in Christian county, about five miles from Hopkinsville and quarter mile
convention for each legislative dis- of railroad station. New
GRACE CHURCH.
dwelling of six rooms and hall, new barn and
large stable, two good cabins, good cistern, fine orchard and about 20 acres
trict,
held
to
be
at
convenient
some
7:00 a. m. Celebration of the Holy
in timber; balance in fine state of cultivation.
point to be indicated by the chairA splendid farm of 300 acres in one of the best sections of Southern
Communion.
I
t
Kentucky; fine red clay foundation. It has on it a good comfortable dwelman
of
each
legislative
district
comPrayer.
9:30 a. m. Morning
ling house, cistern, ice house, 3 cabins for hands, 2 tobacco barns with caph
WILL BE SIGNAL FOR BIC FISCAL COURT ACTS IN mittee, who shall advertise in the acity
for 40 acres tohaOco, fine young orchard; in one mile of depot on one
10:00 a. in. Meeting of the Council:
NEW
railroad
and 3 miles from depot on another. Good schools and churches
JAIL
MATTER.
papers
local
location
for
the
said
DOINCS.
12:00 m. Recess for Dinner.
convenient. Plenty of water and timber. Will be sold at a bargain.
convention at least ten days prior
2:30 p. m. Meeting of the Council.
A fine farm of 400 acres within one buildings.
to the date fixed by this corn-. mile of Pembroke, Ky. Ninety five Price and All in excellent repair.
6:00 p. m. Adjournment.
terms reasonable.
acres
in
timber.
fine
This
farm
is
mittee.
county
Said
legislaand
Wanted
Bids
For
Jail
and
MISSIONARY MEETING IN INTEREST' United States Minister JackGood residence on corner of Main
well fenced with hedge and wire and
and
1st streets, fronting 60 feet on
district
conventions
tive
be
shall
OF DIOCESAN MISSIONS.
divided
into
shifts,
five
each
on
of
Residence Separate.—Will
son Coos to Present
Main by 200 feet deep. House has six
;
which
is
plenty
never
of
failing
water.
held
o'clock
at
2
p. m., standard
8:00 p. m.
oms, good cistern, stable and neAdvertise Again.
I
This is one of the finest farms in the
His Credentials.
time, on Saturday, June 4, 1904. best farming section of Kentucky, cessary out-buildings. For sale.
(A)—The Need of Chapels at MisTwogood resid ence lots on Main
Said conventions shall be called to well adapted to corn wheat, tobacco
sion Stations, Archdeacon Benton.
and all kinds of grasses. ['here is St. in Hopkinsville, well located.
order by the chairmen of the respec- no better stock farm in the county. The only vacant lots on West side of
(B)—How the Money Can Be RaisThe fiscal court Friday rejected
Cablegram.)
tive county or legislative district Improvements first class and in per- Main St. for sale at a low brice
ed for Church Extension in the Ditect repair, fine two-story frame
all bids for the erection of a new jail
Elegant lot 80x200 ft. on Jesup ayecommittees.
ocese, W. A. Robinson, Treasurer, VIENNA, May 9.—Mr. Jackson,
dwelling with -ine rooms, veranda flue. Good home with 4 large rooms
and residence. There were a numThe basis of representation oe each in front and porches in rear, four 2 porches, cistern outbuildings,:shade
Board of Diocesan Missions.
the United States minister to Greece,
frame tenant houses, two large new and fruit trees, Price $1,400.
ber of bids filed but all contractors
(C)---Tbe Layman in Missionary Roumania and Servia departed for
county to the said convention shall tobacco barns, two graineries with
An elegant farm of 116 acres of
seemed to have misunderstood the
Work, R. A. Robinson, of Louisville. Belgrade today,where he will spend a
be one delegate for each two hundred capacity for 10,000 bushels of wheat, , land, on good public road, in one of
large stables, cow houses, tool house,
manner in which the court wished
TCESDAY, MAY 17.
votes and fraction thereof,consisting carriaLre and ice house, two large cis-'the best neighborhoods in South
few days and present his credentials
Christian, convenient to postoffice,
the bids to be made. They wanted
of one hundred or more votes cast terns, in fact an ideal farm with schools and churches, in a high state
7:00 a. m. Celebration of the Holy to King Peter. A Belgrade dispatch
a beautiful lawn of four acres in front
bids to be made on the jail and the
Communion.
for the head of the Democratic elec- of house. One of the most desirable of cultivation, good dwelling 2 rooms
and hall,one largejtobacco barn,good
jailer's residence separately, and this
toral ticket at the presidential elec- farms in the state, in one of the best stables and cow house, buggy house,
9:30 a. m. Morning Prayer.
neighborhoods,convenient to schools
was not done. The committee was
10:00 a. m. Council Meets.
tion in 1900, pros ided that each coun- churches and good market. The I 2 new cabins, smoke house, hen
house, new wire fence, nice young
ordered to again advertise for bids
ty shall have at least one delegate land in first-class condition. Will lorchard, Frapes, rasp-berries and
12:00 in. Recess for Dinner.
be sold on easy terms to suit pur- I strawberries,plenty
to be received until 12 o'clock on
of water, very,
vote.
2:30 p. m. Council Meets.
chaser.
eare
.
( desirable, will be sold cheap and on
May 27th., all bids to be made on
acres in tract, 400 acres in
All persons who will at the No4:00 p. m. 'Woman's Auxiliary.
easy terms.
the jail building and the jailer's res, ground lies very level and is
Some beautiful vacant lots on Walvember election, 1904, be legal voters a very rich soil.
8:00 p. m. Address by the Rt. Rev.
nut street.
deuce separately. Court then adProduced
last year 75 bu. corn per
Dr. C. M. Beckwith, Bishop of AlIn this state, who are devoted to the
acres of desirable farming land
journed to meet again on May 27.
are, 24 bu. wheat per acre, and 1,000 in400
Montgomery county, Tenn, heaviTrainabama. Subject: Church
principles of the Democratic party, to 1 200 lbs. of tobacco per acre.
ly timbered, 10 miles from Howell,
There are 225 acres of this farm in Pity. price
ing as Seen in the Book of Com$7.00 per acre.
Women Who Wear Well. and desire to see those principles red clover.
Fine farm of 282 acres in neighsucceed,
who,
mon Prayer.
participating
and
by
This place has a fine 10 room rest- borhood of Howell,
it is astonishing how great a
Ky., at a great
change a few years of married life in the mass meetings, will feel honor deuce, large barns,good pond, 7 good bargain
cisterns, 6 tenant houses, plenty of
Very desirable suburban residence
will make in the appearance and dis- bound to support the nominee of the negro labor, is well fenced
and locat- house two stories,
8 rooms, new and
position of many women. The fresh- Democratic national convention, ed on good public road, in Montgoinin good repair, aboutl acres of land,
ery County, Tenn., 7 miles north of
ness, the charm, the brilliance vanshall have the right ana are hereby Clarksville and 6 miles from nearest just outside the city limits on one of
R. C. Moorefield of Hopkins.
ish like the bloom from a peach
the bestbneis
id
ete street.
isn.p
sta
Tttijo
residence at Casky, Ky.
which is rudely handles. The ma- Invited to participate in the said
yule Tells of a Case.
lace can be bought for only lot of 10 acres,
six room cottage and
tron is only a dim shadow, a faint meeting.
$46.00 per acre, $10,000.00 cash and two room
KING PETER I. OF SERVIA.
office
in yard; good
balance on very easy terms, with 6 servants house,
echo of the charming maiden. There
Quick wark counts.
large good ice house,
interest,
cent.
per
says that elaborate arrangements are two reasons for this change, igHold Convention.
large stable and carriage house and
Results tell the tale.
farm
Trice
142
or
within
acres
all necessary out buildings; splena;c1
norance
and
being
are
neglect.
made
for
the
coronaking's
Few
young
No delay about Doan's Kidney Pills.
3 miles of Hopkinsville,on good pub- shade and fruit trees, never failing
women
Woman's
appreciate
Home Mission soci- lic road. Good dwelling, tobacco
The
the shock to the
They do their work quickly and well. tion June 15, the anniversary of his
well, good cistern; convenient to desystem through the change which ety is holding a convention at Mad- barn, stable, outbuildings and plenty pot, school and
Here's local proof of it.
church; 5 miles from
election to the throne by the Servian
of timber and water. Desirable place Hopkinsville with good pike nearly
comes with merriage. Many neglect
R. C. Moorefield, Sr., real estate
isonville.
meetings
comThe
were
parliament. The coronation will take to deal with the
will be sold cheap.
the whole distance. Splendid locatunpleasant drains
dealer and associated with the ChrisOne of the most desirable residen- ion for a doctor.
Saturday
will
and
continue
menoed
Kosteritza,
place
ancient
place
the
at
which
are
often
consequent
on
martian County Title Co., residing at 222
ces on S. Vir. St., corner lot 86 feet
Valuable store room on Main
W.17th St., says: "For several years for the coronation of Servian kings, riage and motherhood, not under- until Tuesday evening. It is a con- front by 268 feet deep House with street. One of the best business loca
the condition of my back and of the where the late King Alexander was standing that this secret drain is rob- vention of the Louisville conference, beautiful shade and fruit trees, good done in the city.
bing the cheek of its freshness and M. E. church, South. Mrs. Mary cistern, stable and all necessary outNice cottage on corner of
kidney secretions furnished ample anointed and crowned.
buildings. All in excellent repair. and Broad streets, 7 rooms, Brows
the form of its fairness. As surely
good outevidence that I was suffering from
Morton, Mrs. F. J. Brownell and Price and terms reasonable.
buildings, cistern, etc. Cheap and
as
the
general
health
suffers
when
aching
my
in
kidney disorders. The
50 acres of fine land 1% miles from on reasonable terms.
there is derangement of the health Mrs. Keach are attending from this Hopkinsville on Canton pike, good
Residence,5 rooms, stable, carriC. E. Convention.
back would come on by spells often
of the delicate womanly organs, so city.
spring and barn, fenced and has 20 age house and all necessary outbuildso severe that it was painful for me
incg
acres of timber. Very desirable a
re
ssgoofod
lac
nidstead
rnjoainndinogrcshoTith.
surely when these organs are estabto stoop, to straighten up or to atWhooping Cough.
The fifteenth annual convention of
property.
Kenlished
in health the face and form at
tempt any sudden movement. I saw
"In the spring of 1901 my children
Good farm of 160 acres, 2 miles tucky College, $1,600. Will sell this
the Christian Endeavor Society of once witness to the fact in renewed
Doan's Kidney Pills advertised lohad wooping cough," says Mrs D W from Bennetstown Ky. Good house place at low price.aud on easy terms
cally and thinking that they migh Kentucky is in session at Glasgow comeliness in the use of Dr. Pierce's Capps, of Capps, Ala. "I used 3 rooms, tenant house, good well, I Farm of 406 acres of fine land in
help me got a box at Thomas cit Tra- with a large attendance. The Rev. Favorite Prescription. It makes Chamberlain's Cough Remedy with large tobacco barn, good frame sta- mile of mill, post office and church.
ble
feet,40 acres in fine timber,, Splendid house of ten rooms, large
hern's drug store. I bad used them J. L. Wyatt, of this city, is the re- weak women strong and sick women the most satisfactory results. I think good28x30
level land and a desirable farm ! stable, 7 cabins for hands, 8 large
well.
only a few days when I noticed a tiring president. It was decided to
this is the most satisfactory remedy convenient to schools and churches tobacco barns, 90 acres fine timber,
marked improvement in my condigood orchard. Farm in good condiI
have ever seen for whooping and on good road.
hold biennial meetings hereafter in
When
the
Sap
Rises
continued
the
treatment.
I
tion and
Cue of the most desirable resi- tion and very productive. Will be
cough." This remedy keeps the
sold at a bargain.
dences on S.
It did me more good than any medi- order to alternate with the internacough loose, lessens the severity and 86 feet front Virginia St., corner lot,
by
286
feet
deep.
HOUbe
Large
cine I had ever Load, and that is put- tional conventions.
Weak lungs should be careful. frequency of the coughing spells and with beautiful shade and fruit trees acres of two-story house and two
ground fronting on 1111irst
ting it mildly. You may publish my
Following are the officers for the Coughs and colds are dangerous then. counteracts any tendency toward good cistern and all necessary outstreet and running back to the river.
statement at any time and I will do
next two years: President, the Rev. One Minute Cugh Cure cures coughs pneumonia. For sale by L. L Elgin.
all I can to let the value of Doan's
It. 0. Hirwood, of Lexington; state and colds and gives strength to the
Kidney Pills be known."
All Cetrketery Worh
Contract Let.
borreeponding secretary, Charles F. lungs. Mrs. G. E. Fenner, of MaFor sale by all dealers. rrice 50
rion, Ind., says. "I suffered nith
Lowest Prices.
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, Evans, of Lexington; treasurer, a cough until I run down in weight
The contract to lay the foundations
N. Y., sole agents for the United Paul Mitchell, of Louisville; junior from 148 to 92 lbs. I tried a number
States.
superintendent, Miss Icey Demoss, of remedies to no avail until I used and do the stone work for the addiRemember the name-Dosn's-and of Newport;
tional buildings to be erected at the
superintendent of pris- One Minute Cough Cure. Four bottake no otber.
Until further notice I can
on work, Miss Elizabeth Sh.:uer, of tles of this wonderful remedy cured asylum has been let to Mr. Lucian
iss
me entirely of the cough, strength- H. Davis.
be found at F A Yost dc Co.. South Main Street
Cf AL MT CP XL X AL•
ouisville; first assistant secretary
WA
_
lip
Kind
Yed
If4
ened
my
lungs
and
restored me to
Bears the
Of prison work, Miss Catherine Whit- my normal weight,
health and
field, of Peducah.
strength." Sold by R. 0.Hardwick.
Divots what you set

Winfrce & Knight,
REAL ESTATE.
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Molt Lures Madc by Payne's Remedies Thall Anything To Be Had Today!'
What does it profit a man if he has millions of money and
hath not health to enjoy it?
HEALTH BEGETS WEALTH AND HAPPINES
S!

The Glad

Paync's
cw biscovcry

Sunshine of
Health Assured
Man,4man
and Child
If Suffering
With Any of the
Ailments
Named Below.

4-

The Latest and
Greatest Remedy
for any of the diseases named below_
The grandest discovery in the science of medicine,i,
It counts its rates'
‘
1
by scores of thousands.
4

Famous as Nature's Greatest Blood Purifier.
The Only Life=Giving, Health Restoring, No=Cure-No=Pay
Remedy.
Backed Up With a Positive Guarantee

MR. HENRY DREXLER,

DAN HARPER,

CHAS. RICHARDSON,

830,1thSt.,suffered withStomach trou

BEVERLY SHARP,

W. H. PAYNE,

Thirty-two years of age, Forty-four years of age. was
ble, shortness of breath, fluttering of
suffered with a stiff wrist for a sufferer from hard of hear- Suffered from stiff arm cured of k prain e d hand
the heart, constipatimOizzinesb.Got
three years, one application ing, ringing, roaring sensa- and hip for more than
a bottle of Payne's New Discovery
tions for three years, had to
and thumb, fell from
on Saturday, used uhtil Monday, of Payne's Quick Relief r(five
years
Payne's
be hollered at to be made
passed a monster tapevrorm, measur- turned to him
the use of his
to hear. One application of Reme
ing more than 100 feet long, remainbicycle, by the use of
dies
cure
d
his
wrist
after
all
other
remed
ies
ed alive for nine hours Ind seen alive
Payne's Quick Relief made
failed
had
.
by fully 9,000 people.
him hear the tick of a watch stiff joints.
Payne's Remedies.

W. H. KENNEDY,
Forty-eight years of
age, suffered with a
stiff finger nine months
One application of
Payne's Quick Relief
gave him relief.

No Risk is Run in Using Payne's New Discovery!
IT CURES TO STAY CURED AND WE POSITIVELY GUARANTEE IT. THEREIS NO MISTAKE ABOUT IT.
This grand and wonderful
No poisonous drugs enter inNEVER FAILS TO CURE

discover). is NOT A CURE=ALL
but will cure permanently and
speedily all diseases of the
three most important organs
of the human system, namely:

Che stomach, he
Liver, VIE Kidneys.

THE FOLLOWING:

Catarrh, Indigestion or Dyspepsia, Rheu=
matism, Kidney and Bladder Troubles,
Scrofula, Constipation and Piles, Nervousness, Female Weakness,

REMOVES WORMS & IMPURITIES FROM THE SYSTEM
Plain Directions on Every Bottle.

Why Be Sick When $1 Worth of Medicin! Will Cure You?

to the composition of PAYNE'S
NEW DISCOVERY.

Price $1.00 Bottle;
OR SIX FOR $5.00

with a bank draft guarantee
that if the medicine fails to
cure you, your money is refunded you through your bank

PAYNE'S QUICE

Relieves Deafness and cures Stiff Joints. The world's greatest pain destroyer==it is the new won
der.
The cheapest

in price,
Give your ear-trumpets to the children to play with, and make kindling wood out ofyour crutches
and canes. Gives instant
A cure in every bottle
relief in Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Lumbago, and Lame Back, Headache, 1 oothache, Earache,
Sore
Throat, Frosted Feet and
Chilblains. FOR INTERNAL AND LX FERNAL USE, For Dysentery, Cholic, Pains Cholera Morbus, Cram
ps, Diarrhoea, Pleurisy, Sprains, Cuts, Burns
IT IS WITHOUT A RIVAL.

25c

Aiwciysi Icep a flOFPLF iint the 1E1

PAYNE'S REMEDY CO. I

*EL THE B1G

FREE SHOW TONIGHT Sales-rooms in

More Bona=
Fide Cures

Hopkinsville, Main
Street, Opposite Court House. Call
or send and purchase the remedies
Come, Bring Your Family and Enjoy that are making so many cures in Of substantial citizens than any remedy ever sold in Christian county.
Yourself.
the town and county.

CORNER 4TH & CLAY STS.

••••

tailmwesta.

PAYNE'S MEDICATED SOAP.
A Medicated Vegeta

ble Emulsion for the Skin and Complexion.

Removes Dandruff, Promotes the Growth of the Hair. It speedily Cures letter, Bum
ps, and all Pimply Oily
conditions or Humors of the Skin,leaving it soft and smooth. This preparation has
a wonderful lathering
power, and excels all others for the Shampoo, Shave or bath.

Nig TRY IT ONCE AND YOU
•rr

tNne,

PRICE

10 Cts.

WILL USE NO OTHER.,414
./

,
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evils of cruelty against dumb animals'dogs and horses and cattle the more I and fall off her perch and die when
may at last reach out for the heart of think they are like men. Supposing her mistress one day lost her patience
man itself. Injustice against the dumb you were a horse hitched to a carriage. and cried • t to the feathered singer,
brute inevitably paves the way for in- Supposing every time you made a mis- to whom she • d never before spoken
juittice against the dumb brute's mas- step there was a whip like a knife a cross word: "
still! I tell you,
tee If a boy delights to torture a dog ready to cut into your skin, would not be still!" Ah, those
o have had lovPrI11
:
-C rb_A_I1NT
or:a cat or a mouse, there will surely your nerves be continually unstrung? ing pets know to soul extent the
coine a time when that boy, grown into Would you not always be ready to height and the depth of t ir affecThose who have ever felt its keen, cutting pains, or witnessed the intense
a Sean, will delight in torturing his fel- jump, to shy and to rear?
suffering
of others, know that Rheumatism is torture, and that it is righttions!
You
th•
Supposing
should be kind to
low beings.
ly called "The King of Pain."
you were in a stall with your head tied brutes and the feathered compan
4. man's nature is degraded by in- to a halter and the hostler wanted you of your lives because in a sense they
All do notsuffer alike. Some are suddenly seized with the most excruciaBy Rev.
dulging in cruelty to animals. He loses to move over to the other side of the can love as we ourselves can love.
ting pains, and it seems every muscle and joint in the body was being torn
Frank De Witt Talmage,D.D.
asunder. Others feel only occasional slight pains for weeks or months, when
manliness and acquires the nature stall, and instead of placing his hand
The World Not For Man Alone.
of
!brutes.
a
sudden change in the weather or exposure to damp,chilly winds or night
undergoes
in
He
his
lifeis
gently upon you and saying quietly,
ilt
But, lastly, we should be kind and
tittle the metamorphosis that the oil- "Now move over," he gives you a sav- gentle
brings on a fierce attack, lasting for days perhaps, and leaving the paair
and loving toward the dumb
Los Angeles, Cal., May 8.—Kindness entals
believe he suffers after death. age kick in the stomach or a cuff upon brutes
tient
with a weakened constitutio, or crippled and deformed for all time.
because (lod loves them, and
and consideration for all of God's In the far
An acid, polluted condition of the blood is the cause of every form and
east there is a popular be- the side of the head that made your what God loves we should not despise.
t
creatures is the preacher's theme, and lief held
by multitudes; it is a belief ear ring and your brain dizzy with I used to think that God created variety of Rheumatism, Muscular, Articular, Acute, Chronic, Inflammatory
he pleads that man should value the
in the transmigration of souls. This pain. What would you do? Would this world
Sciatic, and the blood must be purged and purified before there is an
for man. I used to think and
affection of the dumb creation no less
means, in popular interpretation, that you bite and kick him if you got the
end
to
your aches and pains. External applications, the use of liniments and
that all other worlds were merely
than he should respe^t its rights, since
after a man dies his soul plisses into chance? I doubt whether human naplasters,
do much toward temporary relief, butsuch treatmentdoes not reach
empty, burned out worlds like the
divine wisdom has placed it in his
the body of a dog or a cat or a horse ture would be as long suffering as
the real cause or cleanse the diseased blood; but S. S. S., the greatest of all
moon. I used to think that the other
care. The text is Deuteronomy xxv, 4. or a lion
blood purifiers and tonics,does cure Rheumatism by antidoting and neutralizand so lives on through the equine nature under such provocation. worlds were not
worth the decorating
"Thou shalt not muzzle the ox when
coming ages. If he is a mean man But if every time that hostler came
ing
the poisonous acids and building up the weak and sluggish blood. It is
and upholstering because man was not
be treadeth out the corn."
then be becomes a mean beast like a around you got a caress, or a piece of
safe and reliable in all forms of Rheumatism. It makes
there. But now I believe all worlds are
) This is the age of machinery. This
old acid blood rich, and the pain-tortured musJackal or a hyena, If a good man then
the
apple every time he applied the curry- created as our own world was created
2 is the time when man is not limited in
and joints are relieved, the shattered nerves are
his soul takes upon itself the form of
cles
comb, and a kind, reassuring word because God loves the beautiful and
his operations to the work of his two
strong, and the entiresystem is ingigorated and
a noble beast; but though in Christian- every time a shrieking engine came
made
has declared that everything he created
hands, but with his little finger can ized
toned up by the use of this great vegetable remedy.
America we do not believe in the past, I think that hostler or driver In the universe was good. Yes,
God
lift a lever which has the strength of
If you have Rheumatism, write us, and our physicians will furnish withtransmigration of souls we may see would be loved and trusted and obeyed "bath made everything beautiful in his
a thousand hands; when, instead of his
out charge any information desired, and we will mail free our book
around us an analogous phenomenon. just as my little child has, through my time." In his eyes
ou
the trout spring1141.,eseoitent with seeing only such When a man abuses a dumb brute be
Rheumatism.
and
trust
learned
love
and
to
kindness,
sporting
and
out
brook
in
of
ing
the
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, SA.
mings as his eyes perceive, he calls to
is not punished by baying his soul at obey me. "The more I see of men the the eddy Is good; therefore we should
his aid the telescope and the microscope
death pass into the body of a jackal, more I love dogs!" Ob. no; the philos- not catch it for mere wanton sport to
that multiply his power of vision a
but he takes on the character of those opher was wrong. But the more you let it rot upon the bank. God tuned
If you don't buy clothing from J. T. Wall
thousandfold. The old fashioned spincruel, bestial four legged scavengers; see of horses and dogs the more you the throat of the nightingale and the
ning wheel has been developed into the
aCt Co., you don't buy Clothing right.
of the desert, and he becomes one of ought to learn to treat them with Lark to sing after the twilight, and in
mighty Belfast linen mills. The old
them in his nature. Every time the the same gentleness with which you God's sight their music is sweet. As
' fashioned scythe has evoluted into the
old: Mexican skinned a lamb alive,
should treat your fellow man. Curses otir Father loves the birds we should
swift mowing machine, which goes
thihking that thereby the meat was
and blows and yells and growls never not think it silly to throw a few
i singing through the harvest fields.
made the sweeter, he destroyed that
made a nervous horse trustful or an crumbs into the snow bank for the
The old fashioned prairie schooner has
moral sensitiveness which enabled him
obstinate horse docile. Kindness will snowbirds which have been caught in
long since given place to the tireless
to distinguish between right and
win submission in an animal, where the blizzard, nor to leave for our feath-velocity of the lightning express, which
wrong. Every time a boy transfixes a
ered friends a cup of water upon the
terror and fear can never produce it.
0
1never stops by day or by night except,
fly with a pin and then laughs to see
window sill in times of a drought.
like a thirsty monster, to take a drink.
Justice For the Brute.
It wriggle and squirm in its death
God loves the lambs. He -Mote the
.
The old fashioned messenger, who on
Humane Society of America deThe
agonies that boy is fitting himself to
horseback Used to carry back to R
for the dumb brute be- sheep's gentleness the symbol of a dijustice
mands
become a monster, a murderer and a
king the news of a battle won, has
equine laborer is ainays vine gentleness. Christ was led as a
I'
destroyer of men. Nero, the Roman cause the
been sapereeded by the telegraph wires
hire. The horse has just sheep dumb before his shearers, and
demon, became the inhuman monster worthy of his
and the electric cables, which in almost
right
to his oats as the farm as a lamb at the slaughter he opened
much
he was by first, as a boy, learning to as
an instant can put continents within
noonday lunch, the ox not his mouth. God made the horse
his
to
has
hand
take pleasure in the sufferings of his
speaking distance and have put the isgrain as the owner and saw that he was good. On that
mouthful
of
his
to
nursery pets. Every man takes upon
lands of the seas in communication
has to his loaf great day of the triumph of righteousthrashing
floor
the
of
himself the heart of a savage animal
with the mainland.
after
The robin ness over sin Jesus, the eternal conit
is
baked.
bread
of
when he abuses the helpless dumb
The patent offices in Washington are
has a queror, shall come riding down the
our
tree
cherry
in
sings
that
brutes that God gave to him as decrowded with innumerable inventions
right to his living as well as the little heavenly heights upon the white
HE SUMMER GROUP shown in the piqure is
pendents.
for the saving of labor and time. In
child that eats at our dining table. In charger of victory. Oh, my friends, if
Cause of Moral Degeneracy.
none of them, however, is the contrast
every God created the beasts of the fields
worth studying by those uptodate youngsters
What is today one of the chief causes the great economy of nature
and the birds of the air and the fish of
between modern and ancient methods
purpose,
created
a
for
creature
was
of the moral and spiritual as well as
wholinsist on well tailso marked as we see it when the
pur- the seas and saw they were good we
the temporal degeneracy of Spain? It and if that creature fulfills a good
mammoth flour mills of Minneapolis
make should be kind and gentle and loving
Is Without doubt due to the bestial and pose then you and I should try to
ored outing suits.
are compared with the custom referred
creature
try- toward them all! From the dumb creais
as
happy,
that
life
its
brutalizing tendencies of the merciless
tures as well as from the sweet voices
to in the text In that great city of
bullfight. ‘Vben on the Sunday follow- ing to make ours.
Every garment of this
of the woods we may learn some of the
the northwest not only is the grain althink
much
stop
how
ever
to
Did
you
ing Easter and on subsequent Sundays
best lessons of Christian love.
most instantly changed into flour by
the 11,000 spectators gather about the you* and I are indebted to all those
class bearing the Schloss
God bless the humane Society of
the best of modern machinery, but
beasts
footed
"four
earth
of
the
and
arena of Seville or the 12,500 watch
America! God bless all those men and
practically no; one grain is lost. Upon
label holds its shape
the erena of Madrid and the 17,000 en- wild beasts and creeping things and
women who are taking off the cruel
' the old fashioned thrashing floor everyair"
of
Peter
in
which
the
fowls
saw
circle the arena of Valencia, they are
collars galyng the necks of the horses
thing was different. There a team of
and fits as enduringly
glorying in the vice which has been vision let down from the heavens in a
suffering/with sores and unhitching
lie
oxen would be harnessed to a collecsheet
great
he
with
when
lodged
Sithe moral and spiritual death of their
as the heavier grades
horses that are hobbling along on detion of boards nailed together. Then
country. These Spanish bullfights al- mon the tanner? The horse! How
cayed feet! God bless the Christlike
these boards would be dragged over
many
burdens
of
has
our
he
carried!
ways take place on Sunday because
made by the same house.
How many happy times we have had movement which makes men treat their
the grain and the chaff would be bro- they are
held to be the sacred national
ken from the kernels of wheat. Then game. A
when being drawn by him over the dogs at least as kindly as they would
The coats are all skelfamous American traveler
the winds would blow over the thrashcountry
roads! In how many scenes treat their human enemies! God bless
tells us that at each bullfight between
all movements that would respect the
ing floor and separate the chaff from six
eton lined and made of
and eight of the fiercest kind of of merrymaking has he been an esseninalienable rights of the sheep and the
the wheat.
tial
part!
often
And
in
times
of
sadbulls and from twenty to forty horses
ap--1
f19 f.
horses and cattle which stood about
Wisdoms of Moses.
light weight materials, i
are killed. The waving of the red man- ness he has come to our help. The
i.e
0t96,406
ntilven;g
\;.;:.1.,,
the manger on the night that Jesus
\ i3nett were the thrashing floors; of the
tles, the shooting of the darts, the are- birds! Yes, they, too, are worthy of
such
as
Wool
Crashes,
was born! God bless all those who
' ancients. Now, as Moses went in and na
their
hire.
They
are
our
woodland
swilled with blood, the screams of
:Mit Of the country he saw a great the dying
prima donnas, our songsters and song- would rationally and with Christian
horses dragging themselves
Homespun or Chevi3t.
stresses, that wake the day, as well as feeling translate to the human heart
many of these thrashing floors. Fur- around, sometimes
with their entrails
the night, vocal with music. The fowls the commandment of my text which
the:more, he saw that among their in full view
They are as finely made as the most expensive
of (he excited populace;
says, "Thou shalt not muzzle the ox
owaeI there were a great many mean
the mad charges of the enraged bulls, of the barnyard and the cattle of the
flelde—they, too, are worthy of their when he treadeth out the corn!"
men in those days. as there are in our combine
taiioring and are more distinctively stylish.
to make a scene of horror in[Copyright. 1904, by Louis Klopach.]
hire. The bone and muscle and brain
own days. He saw that these mean describable
and one which it is imof man come from their flesh. Even
men nearly always first showed their
While our stock is complete in every department
possible for the civilized American to
the humblest creatures are sometimes
meanness to their beasts. They not fully grasp.
When the famous Francisit is time for you to pick out your new suit Early
of great value to man.
only overworked their oxen, but they co Romero
de Runde taught the Span"I saw a hideous snake this afterunderfed them. Their meanness was ish people
how to scientifically abuse
purchases permit of more deliberate selections and
noon," I seid last summer to a MichI
most emphatically demonstrated when and madden
and torture to death a
igan farmer. "It seemed to be all
thrashing. Fearing lest their hard four
thP advantage of first choice from unbroken assortlegged brute be made it possible
colors
and I caught it in the middle of Hyomei Destroys Germs of Catarrh
worked oxen might reach down and for the people
themselves, by looking
the road." "Did you kill it?" "Of
pick up from the thrashing floors a upon such
ments. See the value we can offer you
scenes of horror, to become
and Cures the Disease—Money
course I killed it. What are snakes for
stray mouthful of grain to eat, these , worse than brutes.
No human being
but to kill." "No, my friend." he anmean farmers would muzzle their can be unmerciful to
Back If It Fails.
a beast without
At so little &Si°
swered. "All snakes are not to kill.
beasts so that the hungry animals himself after awhile
growing merciother
No
treatment
for
catarrhal
.;
The poisonous snakes are to kill, but
could see the food and yet not eat any. less in his dealings
price as
with his fellow
not those that are not poisonous. The troubles is as pleasant and convenNow. Moses say. in a practical way: men.
snakes we have around here, for the ient to use as Hyomei. Simply put
"These men must be taught to be
'Tralued by Kindness.
"Drop in and let us talk it over."
merciful to their beasts. I have
The Huutane Society of America. in most part, are a great blessing to the twitnty drops of Hyomei in the infarmers.
They
kill
the
bugs
and in- haler that comes with every outfit,
made a law requiring them to obey teaching man to be kind to the dumb
God and be just in their dealiezs with brute, has a second practical mission. sects which destroy the crops. Snakes and then breathe it for slew minutes
their neighbors. Now I will Linke an- It teaches that harshness; and bitter- are not always the enemy, but often feur times a clay, and it will cure the
other law requiring them to be liberal ness and cruelty do bsolutely no good the friend, of man." Yes, my brother, worse case
of catarrh. In this way,
in their provision for the animals which in the training and the true subjuga- we should not only leave the ox unone takes into the air passages of the
work for them." Then the great law- tion of an animal. A cruel mastcr muzzled upon the thrashing floor, begiver of the Hebrews sits dowu and never was able to get the best results cause the laborer is always worthy of head, throat and lungs air that is
writes these words of my text: "Thou out of a horse. Blows and kicks and his hire, but the sheep and oxen and filled with balsamic healing and anshalt not muzzle the ox when he tread- cuffs only make a stubborn horse the cattle and horses and birds and fishes, tiseptic fragrance. It goes to the
eth out the corn."
more!stubborn and the balky animal and sometimes even the snakes, are most remote parts of the air pasMoses was the first great statesman the more set in his traces. I neve- among the best and the most faithful sages, destroys all catarrhal germs,
that I know of who reitigoized the learned this lesson in a more impres- laborers we have.
and enriches and purifies the blood
rights of diunb animals. It is a sig- sive way than when I passed two sumThe Love of Animals.
with additional ozone.
nificant fact that in this early code of mers almost within a stone's throw of
Again, I assert that we should honor
The first day's use of Hyomei will
laws he should have given legal rights one Of the best stock farms in this the Humane Society of America beshow a decided improvement, and in
to animals as well as to men and wom- country. What magnificent animals cause I sometimes think that the birds
HESE are the days of TRUSTS,
en. It was a sound and righteous those were! Racing horses were not of the air, as well as the beasts of the a short time there will be no further
course. and I am glad to remember mist-4 there, but the best blood for earth, may have an ardor of affection trouble with catarrh. Its good efBut buy your BINDERS from us, /I
that we. too, have not only laws to carriaige horses and roadsters of all even greater than that of man if that fects are quickly gained, and the
prevent the ill usage of animals, but sorts., Their clean limbs, their flash- loving power of the heart is ever al- benefit is permanent.
also in the Humane society an organ- ing eyes, their high strung, nervous lowed to develop. I believe that a dog
You take no risk in buying Hyomei.
They are STANDARD machines
ization to see that those laws are en- organization, made those animals the can love as a man can love. I believe The complete outfit costs but one
forced. I want to show you this morn- pride of almost every stable they en- a horse can love as a man can love, dollar, and if, after using you can
can be trusted,
ling why every Christian should be in tered. Yet the whip was never used and a bird also. We should be very say
that it did not give satisfaction,
touch with that society and that its upon them. They were trained almost careful lest we trample upon the
L. L. Elgin will return your money.
Ana the repairs on them won't keep
jprindples should be applied to all entirely by kindness. After the colts hearts of the dumb brutes, as some of
You
have
the
promise
of
one
of
the
_.,isi classes and all ages. There is no rea- had been allowed to run in the fields us too often trample upon the hearts of
you "busted."
son why the admonition should be lim- for about three years, always, however, men. "What! A dog love as a man most reliable drug firms in this section,
that
Hyomei will cost you abited to the farmer. The boy should be being petted by their owners, they loves? Absurd." says some one. Is it
There are other things in shape of
taught to be good to his pet dogs and were ready for the harness. The first absurd? Have you never heard of a solutely nothing, if you can say "It
squirrels; the clrayman should be com- day on which the bridle was put upon dog dying from grief because his mas- did not help." You are to use it enBINDERS.
pelled to lighten the load if his horse them a strap was fastened on the fore ter died? My father once had a noble tirely at Mr. Elgin's risk, with the
Is too weak to draw it; the hackman hoof to teach them that they must greyhound. When he went far away understanding that your money will
But as such, they are faint reminders
should be required to blanket his steed mind. That was all. After the first from home that dog became so lonely be returned without question or arshivering in the chill blasts of winter; two or three days the horse learned without my father that be refused to gument,
if you are not satisfied with
And if you will try them so you will
the sportsman should be prohibited that if he plunged the strap would be eat, and literally died from grieving for
Hyotnei.
shooting the mother bird in nesting applied to raise his forefoot and keep his master. Absurd! Did you never
say,
time. I would try to show that the him on three legs. Having learned see a dog grieving among the chief
- Christ who was born amid the lowing the lesson he ceased to plunge, and the mourners at a funeral? Again and
As others have said in by-gone days.
of the cattle and the bleating of the use of the strap was discontinued. again we tried to drive Beauty, a little
ws promptly obtain U.S. and Foreign
sheep and the neighing of the horses, Then these colts were quietly hitched sky terrier, out of the room of death.
So come and purchase something good
whinnying for their oats, is today the by the sides of the older horses and But he would not go. Under the casket
friend and protector of the dumb driven out to plow. The drivers nev- he lay, hour after hour. Mournfully
And don't buy a pile of IRON AND
' brutes as well as of our fellow men.
er jerked them, but always talked he went from room to room after the
kindly to them and coaxed them. And undertaker had carried the precious
Cruelty Degrades.
WOOD.
The Humane Society of America though those horses seemed to have burden away to sleep among the flowSend model,sketch or photo of invention for
should be accounted one of the best of within them all the pentup ambition of ers. For days and weeks Beauty was
free report on patentability, For free book,
NN rite
societies. Its work has a deeper and a Job's war charger, "smelling the bat- bunting. He was always hunting. He
:o
wider significance than some of us tle from afar," yet in the hands of was hunting for the dead. Have you
may have heretofore supposed. The their kind masters they became gentle, never had a Beauty in your home?
• evil of cruelty to animals does not end lovable and docile.
Is it absurd to suppose that the horse
with the inflicting of pain and injusPower of Gentleness.
and the dog. and even the bird, cannot
tit* on the dumb brutes. But as the
An old, grumpy, dyspeptic philos- ove as man loves? Then why did that
OPPUSI.-F 'I
(INCORPORATED.)
PaTE.WI 11 clET
steal, Staves tumor, nestling under the opher once said, 'The more I see of little pet of Mrs. Thomas A. Hendricks,
gab skin, if let alone, may reach out, me the better I like dogs." That is the wife of the vice president of the
•
S
•
•
•
EffillEEi*V
tis
fatal roots toward the heart, so the not my idea. But the more I see of United States, give a frightened cry
•
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••
•
•
•
•
•
•
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SHALE-UP ON I & N JAPANESE VICTORY

Good Health
to the
ehildren

IN LAND ENGAGEMENT,

HIRAM SALTER CETS FINE
PROMOTION.

No details are available.

Sea
Young Men Are Advanced
to Positions of Creat
Responsibility.

Battle at Vladivostok
In Which Russians
Lose Vbssel.

LATE NEWS

Children especially arefond of dainties,
and the housekeeper must look carefully
to their food.
As good cake can be made only with
good eggs, so also a cake that is healthful as well as dainty must be raised with
a pure 4nd perfect baking powder.
Royal Baking Powder is indispensable
in the pi-eparation of the highest quality
of food. It imparts that peculiar lightness, sweetness and flavor noticed in the
finest ca4e, biscuit, doughnuts. crusts, etc.,
and what is more important, renders the
food wholesome and agreeable to young
and old.

BY

CABLE.

The Louisville & Nashville Railroad Co., announces several changes
(Cablegram.)
in its traffic department.
SHA N HAI KWAN,May 10--The
The feature of the changes lies in
Japanese first army corps overtook
the fact that thp company is pushthe Russians yesterday at Chao Yang
ing its young employes to the front
and a severe engagement occurred
and relegating those whom age has
which resulted in aJapanese victory.
overtaken to positions more suited
to them.
The changes were made by D. M.
Goodwyn, general freight agent, and
approved by C. B. Compton, traffic
manager, and became effective May
10.
One of the changes affects a former Hopkiusville citizen whose family resides here, Mr. Hiram P.Salter,
who is made general freight agent at
New Orleans to succeed 0. H. Bartlett° who is reduced to the position
of contracting agent.

foreementa to General Kuropatkin.
There is little important news from
NAGASAKI, May ).0—It is reportthe seat of war.
ed that the Japanese fleet attack
ed
•
the Russian fleet in Vladivostok
Mrs. Hill's Death.
and
sank the armored cruiser
Purik in
the harbor.
(From Tuesday's Daily.)
Mrs.Stephen Hill died yesterday
TOKIO, May W.—The official
aftern
oon at the home of her hue- •
figures of the Japanese losses
on the band about five miles northeast of
Yalu river are: Killed,185; wound
ed, town on the Antioch road. She was
713.
a devout member of the Baptist
church. Her husband and four chilST. PETERSBURG,May 10.—The dren surviv
e her. She was a sister
Russian war commission,after a long
of Mr. John P'Pool, said a sister-insession, refused to give out any dis- law
of Dr. W. M. Hill, both of this
patcnes from the Far East. Arrange- city.
Interment will take place this
ments are being made to hurry re-en- aftern
oon in Hopewell cemetery.

ommissioncr's SalEN

CHRISTIAN CIRCUIT COURT.
Nan nie S. Caldwell, et al,
Against
Fidelity Trust (111 Safety Vault I Equity.
Company, Guardian, Mc.
j

The Courier-Journal says:
By virtue of a judgment and order of enle of the Christian
Circuit Court, rendered at the February
"Mr. Salter is a young man, and term thereof, 1904,
in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale
at the Court-house doot in Hop -4
in moving the immense tonnage of kinsville, Kentu
cky, to the highest and best bidder. at PUBLIC
AUCTION, on
phosphate rock that has been shipped

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.

Monday,June 6,1904,

from Mt. Pleasant, Tenn., in the
past few years he has shown effic
ieucy worthy of recognition,and will
be promoted to one of the most responsible points on the road. Mr.
Goodwin left last night and was (bein Count Court
g
y
day) upon a credit of one and two years, the follow
ing described property, to-wit:
WILL BE OPENED ON
joined at Nashville by Mr. Salter.
"Being lots or parts of lots in Stite's Addition to the City
RELATIVES HAVE BEEN
of
Hopkin
sville as shown on plat record_
They will go to New Orleans togeth- ed in Will Book "V" page
JUNE 15.
35, Christian County Clerk's office.
SUMMONED.
er, and Mr. Salter will he installed
Lot No. 1. The Eastern half of lot number 2, fronting 99
in his new position. Owing to the
feet North Clay street and running
the same width between parallel lines 260 feet to the Louisville dr
Nashvi
lle right of way. *
expansion which the Louisville and
Lot No. 2. A part of the West one-half of Lot No. 2, beginning
Kentucky Press Association
at. the Southeast corner of the
Injuries Are Now Consider- Nashville is considering in its ship- West one-half of lot No. 1 on North Clay Street and
fronting 37 feet on North Clay Street, and
Will Meet on**,Same
running
ping at New Orleans for the export back between parallel lines 132 feet.
ed Serious and He May
Day.
Lot No. 3. A part of the West one-half lot No. 2, beginning
trate by way of the Panama canal,
at the Southwest corner of the West
Not Recover.
one-half of lot No. 1, on Liberty street, and fronting 49f feet on
Liberty street and running back 132 feet.
when completed, makes the appointLot No. 4. The Eastern one-half of Lot No. 3, fronting 99
feet on North Clay Street and running
ment one of distinction."
back the same width between parallel lines 260 feet to the L. & N.
right of way.
The Kentucky building at the
Other changes are as follows:
Lot No. 5. A part of the Eastern one-half of Lot No. 4, beginning
at the Southwest corner of the
Capt.
W.J. Stone, who„e injury
World's Fair at St. Louis will be dedMr. W. C. Huston is appointed Eastern one-half of Lot No. 3 on North Clay street fronting 66 feet on
North
Clay street and running
was noted In the New Era, is in a
ated June 15 instead of June 2, as
general agent freight and passenger back the same width between parallel lines 260 feet to the L. & N. right of way.
serious condition at his home near
Lot No. 6. The Eastern one half of Lot No. 6, fronting 99 feet
first announced. The change has
on North Clay Street and runniI
departments, of the L. & N. and A.
ng
back
same width with Jackson or Second Street 260 feet to the
the
L. & N. right of way.
been made in order to coincide with Kuttawa. He was hurt in a runaway K. & N. railroads, with office at
No.
Lot
7.
The
Weste
rn one-half of Lot No. 6. fronting 99 feet on North
a few days ago, being thrown on his
Clay street and runnin
with the meeting of the Kentucky
Knoxville, Tenn., vice Mr. S. H. back the same width with Second Street 260 feet to North
Liberty Street.
head on a pile of rocks.
Also certain lots of sub-division made by Eliza A. Stites of lots
Press Association, which will be held
Stout, transferred. Appointment efNos. 8, 9, 10 and 11 in the diyisien
His injuries were not considered
of
lots
of Abraham Stites, as shown on plat recorded in Will Book "V"
In St. Li uis on the same date,
fective May 10, 1904.
page 35 Christian County Clerk's
office, and lots berein referred to are described as follows:
dangerous at first, but there was a
The Kentucky building has already
Mr. S. H. Stout is appointed divisLot No. 8. Being Lot No. 4 in Sub-division, fronting 41 feet on
sudden change for the worse, and
North Campbell Street and runbecome very popular at the Fair.
ion freight agent of the Memphis ning back East I26f feet more or less
to a ten foot alley.
relati
ves
have
been
summo
ned, as it Line, Uarksville
During the first week l 2,000 guests
Lot No. 9. Being Lot No. 3 in Sub-division, fronting 42 feet on
and Princeton diEast First Street and running
Is feared he will die.
back
same width 135 feet on West side and 145 feet on the East side
the
were registered, an; attendance
vision, Clarkevqle and
Mineral
to
a ten foot alley.
Captain Stone lost a leg in the ConLot No. 10. Being Lots Nos. 6, 7 and 8 in said Sub-division, fronting
among the state buildings second
branch and Elkton & Guthrie raileach 44 feet on North Campbell Street and running back West 126f feet more or less to a ten foot alley.
federate army,and represented the
only to that of Missouri.
coad, with office at Memphis, Tenn.,
Lot No. 11. Being Lot No. 11 fronting 44 feet on North Campbell
First district in congress for ten
Street and running back 128i
vice Mr. Lee Clary transferred.
feet
more
or less to a ten foot alley.
years. He was beaten by Wm. GoeLot No. 12. Being Lots Nos. 13 and 14 each fronting 43 feet on North
Mr. Lee Clary is appointed generCampbell Street and running
bel for the Democratic nomination
back
126f
feet to a ten foot alley.
al agent at Birmingham, Ala., to
for governor in 1899.
13 Also a lot in Sharp's addition to the City of Hopkinsville as shown in
succeed Mr. E. A. de Funiak, trahsplat of record in proper offied
At the Show Last Night
to which reference is made for a particular description of same.
toned
.
Said lot fronts 198 feet on Broad Street and runs back the same width
Caused a Fight.
168 feet.
Mr. E. A. de Funiak is appointed
14 Also a certain tract or parcel of land situated in Christian Count
y and described as follows:
(From Saturday's Daily)
"Beginning at a small black oak, small hickory and white oak,
general freight agent at Montgomery,
two black oaks and dogwoods as
pointe
thence South 40/ E. 32 poles to a stake on the line of the Berry
rs;
Peter Postell,the colored merchant,
Ala, to succeed Mr. F. C. Shepard,
tract; thence with another of
its lines N. 71 W. 90 poles to three white oaks and an ash in said line,
was fined $5 in the city court this
corner to 24; thence with a line of
transferred.
the Berry tract S. 62 E. 103 poles to the beginning, and containing 551
acres more or less."
morning for breach of the peace.
Mr. F. C. Shepard is appointed di15 Also a certain lot or parcel of land situated in the Northeastern part
of Christian County, Kentucky,
Last night, it is alleged Postell was
vision freight and passenger agent being the balance of lot No. 30, which was awarded to said Eliza
A. Stites in the division of hr father's
Ike subject of oneiof the jokes
of the Owensboro & Nashville divis- estate as recorded in Will Book "V" at sage 31 in Christian County Clerk's office,
which said Lot No. 30
one of Dr. tlayne's tninion, with office at Owensboro, Ky„ was originally supposed to contain 240 acres, less a tract of 99 acres previously sold off to one Thomas
Crick, and ai na
go
tract
acres sold t Thomas Wynne; said tract of 240 acres
Postell took offense, and,
is bounded as follows:
vice Mr. W.C. Huston, transferred.
"Beginning
iat
at a hickory in Hardin's Military survey, in the corner of
a fifty acre survey made for
.eked the man to apologize
John Knight, corner to 29, allotted to Mrs. Eva Caldwell; thence with
Knight's line and a line of the said
n his refusal to do so he
two hundred acre survey, N. 140 poles to a post oak, double hickory
and
double white oak; thence E. 57
i
poles to a stake and pointers, said John Knight's corner in said milita
with his fist.i
ry line; thence with said line N. 90
poles to a stake at the intersection of said lines and a line of 165 acre surve
y made for James Harkins;
thence with Harkins' line S. 53 W., passing corner to said two hundred
acres

KENTUCKY. HOME CAPT. STONE WORSE

Between the hours of 11 A. M. and 2 P. M.,

A JOKE

FOLK WINS'EASILY

y
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IN
/BUSINESS
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1

HAVE resigned my position with Hard wick's jewelry store and am now located
In Armistead's Drug Store,
where I am prepared to do all
kinds of Watch and jewelryRepairing and at reasonable
prices.
If you wish to purehase a
watch or any other article of
jewelry see meibefore closing
the deal as I can save you
money on anything in the
jewelry line.

W. H. OLVEY,
At Armistead'S Drug
Store.
ill South Main Street.
Opposite the Opera Roc.
4ly

1W T Cooper

at 20 poles, course continued with Harkin's line and a line of the 2,000 acre survey, in all 61 poles
to four fallen black oaks and
Hawes Withdraws and the pointers, said Harki
ns' corner, and also corner to said 2,000 acres; thence with a
line of said 2,000 acres
Young Prosecutor Will
and said Harkins' N. 2 E. 208 poles to a white oak in a line of a 400 acre
survey made in the name of
Isaac Butler; thence with Butler's line S. 87 W. 54 pores to a hickory in said
Be Governor.
line, and corner to 150 acre
surve
y, made in the name of James Harkins; thence with the line of 150 acre surve
kbpecial to New Era.)
y S. 43 E. 47 poles to
ST. LOUIS, May 11.—Joseph W. two black oaks; thence S. 52 W.52 poles to a black oak: thence S. 7 W. 33 poles to two black oaks;
theace
S. 38 W. 51 poles to two black oaks; thence N. 33W. 40 poles to a black oak;
& COMPANY
thence S. 88 W. 30 poles tol
Folk, the "boodle" prosecutor, has
a stake in a line of said 2,000 acre survey; thence S. 11 E. 186 poles to a stake
in a line of a 150 acre surWholesale & Retail Grocers. won his fight for the Democratic vey, made for Z. Lacy ;thence with said line N. 7 E. 35 poles
to a red oak and post oak, said Lacy's
cornomination for governor of Missouri, ner, and also corner to the said 2,000 acres; thence S. 15 E., passing a
white oak, corner to the aforesaid
200
acre survey, made in the name of J. W. Campbell, at about 2 poles, course conti
although opposed by the entire state
nued with Campbell's
and
Lacy's line, in all 92 poles to a white oak, black oak and hickory, said
in
Lacy's beginning corner;
thence S. 34 W. 72 poles to a white oak stump and two dogwood pointers, Lacy's
corner; thence S. 100
He has now as5 uncontested delepoles to a hickory, corner a fifty acre survey made for Robert Lewis, also corner to
No. 29; thence with
gates to the state nominating con- Lewis's line N. 80 E. 60 poles to a black
oak and chestnut oak on a high hill, said Lewis's corner,
and alvention, having carried ten out of so corner to No. 29; thence with a line of said lot about N. 72, E. 50 poles
to the beginning and containing 240 acres."
eleven

Red Front Phone 116

counties choosing their delegates Saturday.

Said property is sold for division.
•
For the purchase price the purchaser must execute bond with approved surety
Three hundred and fifty-six deleor sureties, bearing
legal
intere
st from the day of sale until paid and having the force and effect of a replev
gates are necessary to nominate.
in bond. Bidders
Harry B. Hawes has 111 delegates, will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
all in St. Louis,
Failing to carry a single county,
he has withdrawn from the contest.
Mayor Reed has only forty-one delegates. The fight, to all intents and
purposes, is finished.
--eosewe
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DOUGLAS BELL,COMMMAISSSTIEORNER.
DR. R. A. BRADLEY
Graduated Veterinary
Surgeon and Dentist
Treats all diseases of lomestieeted animals scientifically and performs all operations known to the veterinary profession.
Office at Curtis Skerritt's Livery Stable,
East Ninth Street, near L & N. depot,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
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